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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 Nothing in this Attachment shall be construed to limit or otherwise adversely impact in any manner either Party's right 
to employ or to request and be assigned any North American Numbering Plan (NANP) number resources from the 
numbering administrator including, but not limited to, central office (NXX) codes pursuant to the Central Office Code 
(NXX) Assignment Guidelines (most current version specified on Telcordia's website) or thousand-blocks (NXX-X) 
pursuant to the Thousands-Blocking Pooling Administration Guidelines (most current version specified on Telcordia's 
website), or to establish, by tariff or otherwise, Exchanges and Rate Centers corresponding to such NXX codes. 
Each Party is responsible for administering the NXX codes it is assigned. 

1.2 	 Prior to providing local service in an AT&T-22STATE local Exchange Area, CLEC shall obtain a separate numbering 
resource (NXX or NXX-X) for each AT&T-22STATE Rate Center to ensure compliance with the industry-approved 
Central Office Code (NXX) Assignment Guidelines (most current version) or other industry approved numbering 
guidelines and the FCC's Second Report & Order in CC Docket 95-116, released August 18, 1997 (Local Number 
Portability). This will enable the Parties to identify the jurisdictional nature of traffic for Intercompany compensation 
until such time as both Parties have implemented billing and routing capabilities to determine traffic jurisdiction on a 
basis other than an NXX or an NXX-X. 

1.3 	 Parties shall assign telephone numbers only to those End Users that are physically in the Rate Center to which the 
NXX is assigned, subject to exceptions as noted in the numbering resource guidelines. 

1.4 	 Each Party is responsible to program and update its own switches and network systems to recognize and route traffic 
to the other Party's assigned NXX codes at all times. Neither Party shall impose fees or charges on the other Party 
for such required programming and updating activities. 

1.5 	 Each Party is responsible to input required data into the Routing Data Base Systems (ROBS) and into the Telcordia 
Business Integrated Routing and Rating Database System (BIRRDS) or other appropriate system(s) necessary to 
update the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG), unless negotiated otherwise. 

1.6 	 Neither Party is responsible for notifying the other Party's End Users of any changes in dialing arrangements, 
including those due to NPA relief. 

1.7 	 NXX Migration: 

1.7.1 	 Where either Party has activated an entire NXX for a single End User, or activated more than half of an NXX 
for a single End User with the remaining numbers in that NXX either reserved for future use or otherwise 
unused, and such End User chooses to receive service from the other Party, the first Party shall cooperate 
with the second Party to have the entire NXX reassigned in the LERG (and associated industry databases, 
routing tables, etc.) to an End Office operated by the second Party provided that the requested rate center is 
the same rate center that physically serves the End User in a non-Foreign Exchange arrangement. Such 
transfer will require development of a transition process to minimize impact on the Network and on the End 
User(s)' service and will be subject to appropriate industry lead times (currently forty-five (45) calendar days) 
for movements of NXXs from one switch to another. The Party to whom the NXX is migrated will pay NXX 
migration charges per NXX to the Party formerly assigned the NXX as described in the Pricing Schedule. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "Foreign Exchange" or "FX", as used in this Attachment, refers to number assignments and moves outside the Rate 
Centers with which a telephone number is ordinarily associated, and is different from the term "FX" in Attachment 02 

Network Interconnection, which refers to number assignment and moves outside of a mandatory local calling area. 
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2.2 	 "Service Management System" or "SMS", as used in the Attachment, is a database or computer system not part of 
the public switched network that, (1) interconnects to a Service Control Point (SCP), and sends to that SCP the 
information and call processing instructions needed for a network switch to process and complete a telephone call; 
and (2) provides telecommunications carriers with the capability of entering and storing data regarding the processing 
and completing of a telephone call. 

2.3 	 "Service Provider Number Portability (SPNP) Data Sase Query" means the End User terminating calls from the "N-1" 
Network to numbers in the Telephone Company's network with NXX codes that have been designated as number 
portable and the NXX has at least one number ported. AT&T-22STATE may be responsible for making a query to a 
database containing information necessary to route calls to number portable NXX codes. 

2.4 	 "Intermediate Numbers" means the numbers provided for use by resellers, numbers in dealer numbering pools, 
numbers preprogrammed into End User premises equipment offered for retail sale, and numbers assigned to 
messaging service providers. 

2.5 	 "Safety Valve Request" means a mechanism for carriers to request numbering resources apart from the general 
waiver process. 

3.0 	 General Provisions 

3.1 	 Requirements for LNP: 

3.1.1 	 The Parties shall provide to each other, on a reciprocal basis, number portability in accordance with 
requirements of the Act and FCC Rules and Orders 

3.1.2 	 The Parties shall follow industry guidelines, including but not limited to North American Numbering Council 
(NANC) Inter Service Provider Operations Flows, located on the Number Portability Administration Center's 
(NPAC) website, regarding LNP for all aspects of number portability, including the time frames for providing 
porting services to one another. 

3.1.3 	 Either Party shall be permitted to block default-routed calls to protect the public switched telephone network 
from overload, congestion, or failure propagation. 

3.1.4 	 When a ported telephone number becomes vacant, (e.g., the telephone number is no longer in service with 
the original End User), the ported telephone number will be released back to the carrier owning the switch 
(after aging if any) in which the telephone number's NXX-X is native. 

3.1.5 	 Each Party shall be responsible for the End User's other Telecommunications related services and features, 
e.g., Directory Listings, E911, Line Information Database (LIDS), Operator Services), once that Party has 
ported the End User's telephone number to the Party's switch. 

3.1.6 	 When purchasing the SPNP Database Query, CLEC will access AT&T·22STATE facilities via an SS7link. 

3.1.7 	 Where triggers are not set, the Parties shall coordinate the porting of the number between service providers 
so as to minimize service interruptions to the End User. 

3.2 	 Limitations of Service for LNP: 

3.2.1 	 Telephone numbers can be ported only within the Toll Message Rate Centers (TMRCs) as approved by the 
Commissions. "Porting within Rate Centers" refers to a limitation of changing service providers while the 
physical location of the End User remains with the wireline footprint of the Rate Center. If the End User 
changes his, her or its physical location from one Rate Center to another, the End User may not retain his, 
her or its telephone number (which is associated with the End User's previous Rate Center) as a basic 
network (non-FX) offering. An End User may retain his, her or its telephone number when moving from one 
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Rate Center to another by the use of a tariff FX or Remote Call Forwarding offering from the new service 
provider. 

3.2.2 	 Telephone numbers of the following types shall not be ported: 

3.2.2.1 AT&T-22STATE Official Communications Services (OCS) NXXs; 

3.2.2.2 555, 950, 956, 976 and 900 numbers; 

3.2.2.3 N11 numbers (e.g., 411 and 911); 

3.2.2.4 toll-free service numbers (e.g., 800, 888, 877 and 866); and 

3.2.2.5 disconnected or unassigned numbers. 

3.2.3 	 Telephone numbers with NXXs dedicated to choke/High Volume Call-In (HVCI) networks are not portable 
via LRN. Choke numbers will be ported as described in Section 4.4.7.2 below of this Attachment. 

3.3 	 Numbering: 

3.3.1 	 If fulfilling CLEC's request for intermediate numbers results in AT&T-22STATE having to submit a request 
for additional telephone numbers to a national numbering administrator (either NANPA CO Code 
Administration, NeuStar Pooling Administration or their successors), AT&T-22STATE will submit the 
required numbering request to the national numbering administrator to satisfy CLEC's request for 
intermediate numbers. AT&T-22STATE will also pursue all appropriate steps (including submitting a Safety 
Valve Request (petition) to the Commission if the numbering request is denied by the national administrator) 
to satisfy CLEC's request for intermediate numbers. In these cases, AT&T-22STATE is not obligated to 
fulfill the request by CLEC for intermediate numbers unless, and until, AT&T-22STATE's request for 
additional numbering resources is granted. 

3.3.2 	 CLEC agrees to supply supporting information for any numbering request and/or Safety Valve Request that 
AT&T-22STATE files pursuant to Section 3.3.1 above. 

3.3.3 	 Each Party is responsible for providing to the other, valid test numbers; one number terminating to a voice 
announcement identifying the Company and one number terminating to a milliwatt tone providing answer 
supervision and allowing simultaneous connection from multiple test lines. Both numbers should remain in 
service indefinitely for regressive testing purposes. 

3.4 	 Local Number Portability (LNP) and Numbering: 

3.4.1 	 Porting of Resale Numbers: 

3.4.1.1 	 As the network provider, AT&T-22STATE will port telephone numbers, both in and out, on behalf 
of CLEC at the request of an End User. CLEC will provide to AT&T-22STATE such information as 
required to issue Local Service Requests (LSR) to port numbers in. 

3.5 	 Non-discriminatory Access to Telephone Numbers: 

3.5.1 	 Where AT&T-22STATE provides Resale services, AT&T-22STATE will provide telephone numbers as 
defined by applicable FCC rules and regulations on a first come first served basis. CLEC acknowledges 
that such access to telephone numbers shall be in accordance with the appropriate FCC rules, regulations 
and industry guidelines. 
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4.0 	 Product Specific Service Delivery Provisions 

4.1 	 Service Description for LNP: 

4.1.1 	 The LRN software of the switch in which the assigned numbering resource (e.g., NXX or NXX-X) is native 
determines if the called party is in a portable NXX. When a calling Party places a telephone call, if the 
called party is in a portable NXX, a query will be launched to the LNP database to determine whether or not 
the called number has been ported. 

4.1.2 	 When the called number has been ported, an LRN will be returned to the switch that launched the query. 
Following the query, the LRN of the called number will appear in the Called Party Number (CdPN) field of 
the SS7 message and the called number will appear in the Generic Address Parameter (GAP) field. 

4.1.3 	 When the query does not return an LRN, the call will be completed based upon the dialed digits. 

4.1.4 	 When the LNP database is queried, the Forward Call Identifier (FCI) field's entry will be changed from 0 to 1 
by the switch triggering the query, regardless of whether the called number has been ported or not. 

4.1.5 	 Where technically feasible, the Parties shall populate the Jurisdictional Identification Parameter (JIP) field 
with the first six (6) digits (NPA NXX format) of the appropriate LRN of the terminating switch. 

4.2 	 "N-1" Query Methodology for LNP: 

4.2.1 	 The Parties shall follow the "N-1" query methodology in performing queries of the LNP database, as 
provided below. As provided by Industry standards, the "N-1" carrier is the carrier in the call routing 
sequence immediately prior to the terminating carrier's End Office, or the terminating carrier's End Office 
tandem. The "N-1" carrier shall perform the LNP database query. If the "N-1" carrier fails to perform the 
LNP database query, the terminating carrier shall perform a query of the LNP database, and shall be 
permitted to charge the "N-1" carrier for the query. Refer to the LNP Working Group Best Practice for 
additional information, located in the Local Number Portability Administration section of the NPAC website. 

4.2.2 	 For interLATA or intraLATA toll calls carried by another carrier, the originating carrier will pass the call to the 
appropriate toll carrier, which will perform a query of the LNP database and efficiently route the call to the 
appropriate terminating local carrier, either directly or through an access tandem office. Where one carrier 
is the originating local service provider (LSP) and the other carrier is the designated toll carrier, the 
designated toll carrier is the "N-1" carrier. The originating LSP will not query toll calls delivered to the toll 
carrier or charge the toll carrier for such queries. 

4.2.3 	 For local calls to ported numbers, the originating carrier is the "N-1" carrier. The originating carrier Will query 
the LNP database and route the call to the appropriate terminating carrier. 

4.2.4 	 For local calls to any NXX from which at least one number has been ported, the Party that owns the 
originating switch shall query an LNP database as soon as the call reaches the first LNP-capable switch in 
the call path. The Party that owns the originating switch shall query on a local call to an NXX in which at 
least one number has been ported via LNP prior to any attempts to route the call to any other switch. Prior 
to the first number in an NXX being ported via LNP, AT&T·22STATE may query all calls directed to that 
NXX, provided that AT&T·22STATE's queries shall not adversely affect the quality of service to CLEC's End 
Users as compared to the service AT&T·22STATE provides its own End Users, and that queries to NXXs 
where the first number has not been ported are not charged to the "N-1" Carrier. 

4.2.5 	 A Party shall be charged for an LNP query by the other Party only if the Party to be charged is the N-1 
carrier and was obligated to perform the LRN query but failed to do so, pursuant to conditions set forth in 
CFR 47, Section 52.33. The only exception will be if the FCC rules (Docket No. 95-116) that the 
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terminating carrier may charge the "N-1" carrier for queries initiated before the first number is ported in an 
NXX. 

4.2.6 	 Rates, terms and conditions for LNP queries performed by AT&T-22STATE are set forth in the applicable 
FCC Tariff. 

4.3 	 Ordering for LNP: 

4.3.1 	 Porting of numbers from NXXs marked as portable in the LERG will be initiated via LSRs based on Ordering 
and Billing Forum (OBF) guidelines and in accordance with the provisions of Attachment 07 - Operations 
Support System (OSS). 

4.3.2 	 For the purposes of this Attachment, the Parties may use a project management approach for the 
implementation of LSRs for large quantities of ported numbers or for complex porting processes. With 
regard to such managed projects, the Parties may negotiate implementation details such as, but not limited 
to: Due Date, Cutover Intervals and Times, Coordination ofTechnical Resources, and Completion Notice. 

4.4 	 Provisioning for LNP: 

4.4.1 	 The Parties will remove a ported number from the End Office from which the number is being ported as 
close to the requested time as reasonably practicable, except under the conditions listed in Section 4.4.3 
below and Section 4.4.4 below, respectively. The Parties recognize that it is in the best interest of the End 
User for this removal to be completed in the most expedient manner possible. 

4.4.2 	 Unconditional Ten-Digit Trigger. If the Unconditional Ten-Digit Trigger is set, calls originating from the old 
switch will query the database and route to the new switch without the number being disconnected. The 
ported number must be removed at the same time that the Unconditional Ten-Digit Trigger is removed. 

4.4.2.1 	 The Parties agree to provide Unconditional Ten-Digit Trigger wherever technically feasible. 

4.4.3 	 Project Orders. For project requests, the Parties will negotiate time frames for the disconnection of the 
numbers in the old switch. 

4.4.4 	 Coordinated Orders. Orders worked on a coordinated basis will be coordinated by the Parties until the 
numbers are disconnected in the old switch. 

4.4.5 	 The Parties shall cooperate in the process of porting numbers from one carrier to another so as to limit 
service outage for the affected End User. The Parties will use their best efforts to update their respective 
Local Service Management Systems (LSMS) from the NPAC SMS data within fifteen (15) minutes after 
receipt of a download from the NPAC SMS (the current NANC goal for such updating). 

4.4.6 	 At the time a telephone number is ported via LNP, the Party from which the number is being ported shall 
insure that the LlDB entry for that number is de-provisioned. 

4.4.7 	 Mass Calling: 

4.4.7.1 	 The HVCI Network is designed to ease the network congestion that occurs when large numbers of 
incoming telephone calls are solicited by an End User, such as a radio station or a ticket agency. 

4.4.7.1.1 HVCI is also known as: 

4.4.7.1.1.1 Choke Network 

4.4.7.1.1.2 Mass Calling 

4.4.7.1.1.3 Public Response Choke Network 
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4.4.7.2 	 Using a non-LRN process, AT&T·22STATE will offer the ability to port telephone numbers with 
mass calling NXX codes via the use of pseudo codes or route index numbers. 

4.4.B 	 Operator Services, LIDS and Directory Assistance: 

4.4.B.1 	 The Provisions of this Agreement pertaining to Operator Services, L1DB and Directory Assistance 
shall also apply when LNP is in place. 

4.4.9 	 Porting of Direct Inward Dialing (DID) Block Numbers: 

4.4.9.1 	 DID block numbers shall be portable in the same manner as other local telephone numbers, 
subject to the modifications andlor limitations provided herein. 

4.4.9.2 	 The Parties shall offer LNP to End Users for any portion of an existing DID block without being 
required to port the entire block of DID numbers. 

4.4.9.3 	 The Parties shall permit End Users which port a portion of DID numbers to retain DID service on 
the remaining portion of the DID numbers, provided such is consistent with applicable tariffs. 

5.0 	 ()ther 

5.1 	 Pricing for LNP: 

5.1.1 	 With the exception of lawful query charges, the Parties shall not charge each other for the porting of 
telephone numbers as a means for the other to recover the costs associated with LNP. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 This Attachment sets forth terms and conditions by which AT&T-22STATE will provide CLEC with access to 
AT&T·22STATE's 911 and E911 Databases and provide Interconnection and Call Routing for purposes of 911 call 
completion to a Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) as required by Section 251 of the Act. 

1.2 	 The Parties acknowledge and agree that AT&T·22STATE can only provide E911 Service in a territory where an 
AT&T-22STATE is the E911 network provider, and that only said service configuration will be provided once it is 
purchased by the E911 Customer and/or PSAP. Access to AT&T·22STATE's E911 Selective Routers and E911 
Database Management System will be by mutual agreement between the Parties. 

1.3 	 For CLEC's own switches, AT&T-22STATE shall provide access to its E911 Selective Routers as described herein 
only where the PSAP and/or E911 Customer served by the E911 Selective Routers has approved CLEC to carry 
E911 Emergency Services calls, which approval is subject to being revoked, conditioned, or modified by the PSAP 
and/or E911 Customer at any time. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "911 System" means the set of network, database and customer premise equipment (CPE) components required to 
provide 911 service. 

2.2 	 "911 Trunk" or "E911 Trunk" means a trunk capable of transmitting Automatic Number Identification (ANI) associated 
with acall to 911 from CLEC's End Office to the E911 system. 

2.3 	 "Automatic Location Identification (ALI)" means the automatic display at the PSAP of the caller's telephone number, 
the address/location of the telephone and, in some cases, supplementary emergency services information. 

2.4 	 "Automatic Number Identification (ANI)" means the telephone number associated with the access line from which a 
call to 911 originates. 

2.5 	 "Company Identifier" or "Company ID" means a three (3) to five (5) character identifier chosen by the Local Exchange 
Carrier that distinguishes the entity providing dial tone to the End User. The Company Identifier is maintained by 
NENA in a nationally accessible database. 

2.6 	 "Database Management System (DBMS)" means a system of manual procedures and computer programs used to 
create, store and update the data required to provide Selective Routing (SR) and/or AU for 911 systems. 

2.7 	 "E911 Customer" means a municipality or other state or local government unit, or an authorized agent of one (1) or 
more municipalities or other state or local government units to whom authority has been lawfully delegated to 
respond to public emergency telephone calls, at a minimum, for emergency police and fire services through the use 
of one (1) telephone number, 911. 

2.8 	 "E911 Universal Emergency Number Service (E911)" (also referred to as "Expanded 911 Service" or "Enhanced 911 
Service") or "E911 Service" means a telephone Exchange communications service whereby a public safety 
answering point (PSAP) answers telephone calls placed by dialing the number 911. E911 includes the service 
provided by the lines and equipment associated with the service arrangement for the answering, transferring, and 
dispatching of public emergency telephone calls dialed to 911. E911 provides completion of a call to 911 via 
dedicated trunking facilities and includes ANI, ALI, and/or SR. 

2.9 	 "Emergency Services" means police, fire, ambulance, rescue, and medical services. 

2.10 	 "Emergency Service Number (ESN)" means a three (3) to five (5) digit number representing a unique combination of 
Emergency Services agencies designated to serve a specific range of addresses within a particular geographical 
area. The ESN facilitates SR and selective transfer, if required, to the appropriate PSAP and the dispatching of the 
proper Emergency Services agency (ies). 
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2.11 	 "National Emergency Number Association (NENA)" is a not-for-profit corporation established in 1982 to further the 
goal of "One Nation-One Number". f\IENA is a networking source and promotes research, planning, and training. 
NENA strives to educate, set standards and provide certification programs, legislative representation and technical 
assistance for implementing and managing 911 systems. 

2.12 	 "Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP)" means an answering location for 911 calls originating in a given area. The 
E911 Customer may designate a PSAP as primary or secondary, which refers to the order in which calls are directed 
for answering. Primary PSAPs answer calls; secondary PSAPs receive calls on a transfer basis. PSAPs are public 
safety agencies such as police, fire, emergency medical, etc., or acommon bureau serving agroup of such entities. 

2.13 	 "Selective Routing" (SR) means the routing and "E911 Selective Router" (E911 SR) means the equipment used to 
route a call to 911 to the proper PSAP based upon the number and location of the caller. SR is controlled by an 
ESN, which is derived from the location of the access line from which the 911 call was placed. 

3.0 	 AT&T Responsibilities 

3.1 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provide and maintain such equipment at the E911 SR and the DBMS as is necessary to 
provide CLEC with nondiscriminatory access to E911 Emergency Service as described in this Attachment. 

3.2 	 Call Routing: 

3.2.1 	 AT&T·22STATE will route 911 calls from the AT&T·22STATE SR to the designated primary PSAP or to 
designated alternate locations, according to routing criteria specified by the PSAP. 

3.2.2 	 AT&T·22STATE will forward the ANI to the calling party number it receives from CLEC and the associated 
911 ALI to the PSAP for display. If no ANI is forwarded by CLEC, AT&T-22STATE Will forward an 
Emergency Service Central Office (ESCO) identification code for display at the PSAP. If ANI is forwarded 
by the CLEC, but no ALI record is found in the E911 DBMS, AT&T·22STATE will report this "No Record 
Found" condition to the CLEC in accordance with NENA standards. 

3.3 	 Facilities and Trunking: 

3.3.1 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provide and maintain sufficient dedicated E911 Trunks from AT&T·22STATE's E911 
SR to the PSAP of the E911 Customer, according to provisions of the appropriate state Commission
approved tariff and documented specifications of the E911 Customer. 

3.3.2 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide facilities to interconnect the CLEC to the AT&T-22STATE's E911SR, as 
specified in Attachment 02 -Network Interconnection of this Agreement or per the requirements set forth via 
the applicable state tariff. Additionally, CLEC has the option to secure interconnection facilities from another 
provider or provide such interconnection using their own facilities. If diverse facilities are requested by 
CLEC, AT&T-22STATE will provide such diversity where technically feasible, at standard applicable tariff 
rates. 

3.4 	 Database: 

3.4.1 	 Where AT&T-22STATE manages the E911 Database, AT&T·22STATE shall provide CLEC access to the 
E911 Database to store CLEC's End User "911 Records" (i.e., the name, address, and associated 
telephone number(s) for each of CLEC's End Users). CLEC or its representative(s) is responsible for 
electronically providing End User 911 Records and updating this information. 

3.4.2 	 Where AT&T·22STATE manages the E911 Database, AT&T·22STATE shall coordinate access to the 
AT&T·22STATE DBMS for the initial loading and updating of CLEC End User 911 Records. 

3.4.3 	 Where AT&T-22STATE manages the E911 Database, AT&T-22STATE's E911 Database shall accept 
electronically transmitted files that are based upon NENA standards. Manual (I.e., facsimile) entry shall be 
utilized only in the event that the DBMS is not functioning properly. 
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4.0 	 CLEC Responsibilities 

4.1 	 Call Routing (for CLEC's own switches): 

4.1.1 	 CLEC will transport the appropriate 911 calls from each Point of Interconnection (POI) to the appropriate 
AT&T-22STATE E911 SR location. 

4.1.2 	 CLEC will forward the ANI information of the party calling 911 to the AT&T-22STATE E911 SR. 

4.2 	 Facilities and Trunking (for CLEC's own switches): 

4.2.1 	 CLEC shall be financially responsible for the transport facilities to each AT&T-22STATE E911 SR that 
serves the Exchange Areas in which CLEC is authorized to and will provide Telephone Exchange Service. 

4.2.2 	 CLEC acknowledges that its End Users in a single local calling scope may be served by different E911 SRs 
and CLEC shall be financially responsible for the transport facilities to route 911 calls from its End Users to 
the proper E911 SR. 

4.2.3 	 CLEC shall order a minimum of two (2) one-way outgoing E911 Trunk(s) dedicated for originating 911 
Emergency Service calls for each default PSAP or default ESN to interconnect to each appropriate 
AT&T-22STATE E911 SR, where applicable. Where Signaling System 7 (SS7) connectivity is available and 
required by the applicable E911 Customer, the Parties agree to implement Common Channel Signaling 
(CCS) trunking rather than Multi-Frequency (MF) trunking. 

4.2.4 	 CLEC is responsible for ordering a separate E911 Trunk group from AT&T-22STATE for each county, 
default PSAP or other geographic area that the CLEC serves if the E911 Customer for such county or 
geographic area has a specified varying default routing condition. Where PSAPs do not have the technical 
capability to receive 10-digit ANI, E911 traffic must be transmitted over a separate trunk group specific to 
the underlying technology. CLEC will have administrative control for the purpose of issuing ASRs on this 
trunk group. Where the parties utilize SS7 signaling and the E911 network has the technology available, 
only one (1) E911 Trunk group shall be established to handle multiple NPAs within the local Exchange Area 
or LATA. If the E911 network does not have the appropriate technology available, a SS7 trunk group shall 
be established per NPA in the local Exchange Area or LATA. In addition, 911 traffic originating in one (1) 
NPA must be transmitted over aseparate 911 Trunk group from 911 traffic originating in any other NPA 911. 

4.2.5 	 CLEC shall maintain facility transport capacity sufficient to route 911 traffic over trunks dedicated to 911 
Interconnection between the CLEC switch and the AT&T-22STATE E911 SR. 

4.2.6 	 CLEC shall order sufficient trunking to route CLEC's originating 911 calls to the designated AT&T-22STATE 
E911 SR. 

4.2.7 	 Diverse (Le., separate) 911 facilities are highly recommended and may be required by the Commission or 
E911 Customer. If required by the E911 Customer, diverse 911 Trunks shall be ordered in the same 
fashion as the primary 911 Trunks. CLEC is responsible for initiating trunking and facility orders for diverse 
routes for 911 Interconnection. 

4.2.8 	 CLEC is responsible for determining the proper quantity of trunks and transport facilities from its switch (es) 
to interconnect with the AT&T-22STATE E911 SR. 

4.2.9 	 CLEC shall engineer its 911 Trunks to attain a minimum P.01 grade of service as measured using the time 
consistent average busy season busy hour twenty (20) day averaged loads applied to industry standard 
Neal-Wilkinson Trunk Group Capacity algorithms (using Medium day-to-day Variation and 1.0 Peakedness 
factor), or such other minimum grade of service as required by Applicable Law. 
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4.2.10 	 GLEG shall monitor its 911 Trunks for the purpose of determining originating network traffic volumes. If 
GLEG's traffic study indicates that additional 911 Trunks are needed to meet the current level of 911 call 
volumes, GLEG shall provision additional 911 Trunks for Interconnection with AT&T-22STATE. 

4.2.11 	 GLEG is responsible for the isolation, coordination and restoration of all 911 facility and trunking 
maintenance problems from GLEG's demarcation (for example, collocation) to the AT&T-22STATE E911 
SR(s). GLEG is responsible for advising AT&T·22STATE of the 911 Trunk identification and the fact that 
the trunks are dedicated for 911 traffic when notifying AT&T·22STATE of a failure or outage. The Parties 
agree to work cooperatively and expeditiously to resolve any 911 outage. AT&T-22STATE will refer 
network trouble to GLEG if no defect is found in AT&T·22STATE's 911 network. The Parties agree that 911 
network problem resolution will be managed expeditiously at all times. 

4.2.12 	 GLEG will not turn up live traffic until successful testing of E911 Trunks is completed by both Parties. 

4.2.13 	 Where required, GLEG will comply with Gommission directives regarding 911 facility and/or 911 Trunking 
requirements. 

4.3 	 Database: 

4.3.1 	 Once the 911 Interconnection between GLEG and all appropriate AT&T·22STATE E911 SR(s) has been 
established and tested, GLEG or its representatives shall be responsible for providing GLEG's End User 911 
Records toAT&T·22STATE for inclusion in AT&T-22STATE's DBMS on a timely basis. 

4.3.2 	 GLEG or its agent shall provide initial and ongoing updates of GLEG's End User 911 Records that are 
Master Street Address Guide (MSAG) valid in electronic format based upon established NENA standards. 

4.3.3 	 GLEG shall adopt use of a Gompany/NENA ID on all GLEG End User 911 Records in accordance with 
NENA standards. The Gompany ID is used to identify the carrier of record in facility configurations. 

4.3.4 	 GLEG is responsible for providing AT&T-22STATE updates to the E911 database; in addition, GLEG is 
responsible for correcting any errors that may occur during the entry of their data to the AT&T-22STATE 
911 DBMS. 

5.0 	 Responsibilities of the Parties 

5.1 	 For GLEG's own switch(es), both Parties shall jointly coordinate the provisioning of transport capacity sufficient to 
route originating E911 calls from GLEG's POI to the designated AT&T·22STATE E911 SR(s). 

5.1.1 	 AT&T-22STATE and GLEG will cooperate to promptly test all trunks and facilities between GLEG's network 
and the AT&T·22STATE E911 SR(s). 

5.2 	 911 Surcharge Remittance to PSAP: 

5.2.1 	 For GLEG's own switch(es), the Parties agree that: 

5.2.1.1 	 AT&T·22STATE is not responsible for collecting and remitting applicable 911 surcharges or fees 
directly to municipalities or government entities where such surcharges or fees are assessed by 
said municipality or government entity, and 

5.2.1.2 	 AT&T-22STATE is not responsible for providing the 911 Gustomer detailed monthly listings of 
the actual number of access lines, or breakdowns between the types of access lines (e.g., 
residential, business, payphone, Gentrex, PBX, and exempt lines). 

5.2.1.3 	 Facility based GLEGs shall be responsible for collecting and remitting all applicable 911 fees and 
surcharges on a per line basis to the appropriate PSAP or other governmental authority 
responsible for collection of such fees and surcharges. 
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5.2.2 	 For Resellers, the ILEC shall serve as a clearinghouse between Resellers and PSAPs except where state 
law requires Reseller to collect and remit directly to the appropriate 911 Authority. The Parties agree that: 

5.2.2.1 	 AT&T-13STATE shall include Reselier information when providing the 911 Customer with 
detailed monthly listings of the actual number of access lines, or breakdowns between the 
types of access lines (e.g., residential, business, payphone, Centrex, PBX, and exempt lines). 

5.2.2.2 	 AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9-STATE will provide the 911 Customer a monthly settlement 
letter which provides the total number of access lines broken down into residence and 
business line totals only. If state statutes require a break out of Reseller information, the 
AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9·STATE shall include this information upon request by the 911 
Customer. 

6.0 	 Methods and Practices 

6.1 	 With respect to all matters covered by this Attachment, each Party will comply with all of the following to the extent 
that they apply to access to 911 and E911 Databases: (i) all FCC and applicable Commission rules and regulations, 
(ii) any requirements imposed by any Governmental Authority other than a Commission, (iii) the terms and conditions 
of AT&T·22STATE's Commission-ordered tariff(s) and (iv) the principles expressed in the recommended standards 
published by NENA. 

7.0 	 Contingency 

7.1 	 The terms and conditions of this Attachment represent a negotiated plan for providing access to 911 and E911 
Databases, and providing interconnection and call routing for purposes of 911 call completion to a PSAP as required 
by Section 251 of the Act. 

7.2 	 The Parties agree that the 911 System as provided herein is for the use of the E911 Customer, and recognize the 
authority of the E911 Customer to establish service specifications and grant final approval (or denial) of service 
configurations offered by AT&T-22STATE and CLEC. 

8.0 	 Basis of Compensation 

8.1 	 Rates for access to 911 and E911 Databases, Interconnection and call routing of E911 call completion to a PSAP as 
required by Section 251 of the Act are set forth in the Pricing Schedule or applicable AT&T·22STATE Commission
approved access tariff. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 The following services are provided as Customer Information Services - Operator Services/Directory Assistance 
(OSIDA), Inward Assistance Operator Services (INW), Directory Assistance Listings (DAL) and White Pages. 

1.2 	 OS/DA: 

1.2.1 	 This Attachment sets forth the rates, terms and conditions under which the Parties shall jointly carry out OS 
and DA on a wholesale basis for CLEC End Users residing in AT&T-22STATE's local Exchange territory, 
regardless of whether CLEC is serving its End Users via: 

1.2.1.1 	 CLEC's own physical Switches, 

1.2.1.2 	 Resale of AT&T-22STATE Retail OS/DA service, or 

1.2.1.3 	 Leased Local Circuit Switching from AT&T-22STATE via a separate agreement. 

1.2.2 	 CLEC shall be the retail OS/DA provider to its End Users, and AT&T-22STATE shall be the wholesale 
provider of OS/DA operations to CLEC. AT&T-22STATE shall answer CLEC's End User OS/DA calls on 
CLEC's behalf, as follows: 

1.2.2.1 	 When the End User dials 0- or 0+ the Telephone Number, AT&T-22STATE shall provide the 
Operator Services described in Section 3.4 below. CLEC is free to set its own retail OS/DA 
rates, and CLEC therefore acknowledges its responsibility (a) to obtain End User agreement to 
the OS/DA retail rates (Le. by tariff or contract), and (b) to obtain any necessary regulatory 
approvals for its OS/DA retail rates. 

1.2.2.2 	 In response to End User inquiries about OSIDA rates, where technically feasible, 
AT&T-22STATE operators shall quote CLEC retail OS/DA rates, provided by CLEC (see Section 
3.6 below). If further inquiries are made about rates, billing and/or other "business office" 
questions, AT&T-22STATE's OS/DA operators shall direct the calling Party's inquiries to a 
CLEC-provided contact number (also see Section 3.6 below). 

1.2.3 	 CLEC shall pay the applicable OS/DA rates found in the Pricing Schedule based upon CLEC's status as a 
Facilities-Based CLEC or a reseller. Provided however, CLEC may serve both as a reseller and as a 
facilities-based provider, and CLEC may convert facilities-based End Users to Resale service, or vice versa, 
as described below in Section 3.6.8 below. 

1.2.3.1 	 CLEC acknowledges and understands that wholesale OS/DA rates differ between Resale and 
facilities-based service, and that both types of OS/DA wholesale rates are listed in the Pricing 
Schedule. 

1.2.3.2 	 Billing and payment details, including the assessment of late payment charges for unpaid 
balances, are governed by the General Terms and Conditions in this Agreement. 

1.3 	 INW: 

1.3.1 	 This Attachment also sets forth terms and conditions for INW for Facility-Based CLECs. 

1.3.2 	 Where technically feasible and available, the AT&T-22STATE INW operator will provide the Busy Line 
Verification (BLV) service and Busy Line Verificationllnterrupt (BLV/I) service when reached by an operator 
dialing the appropriate Toll Center Code in addition to the inward code. 

1.4 	 DAL: 

1.4.1 	 This Attachment sets forth terms and conditions for which CLEC agrees to purchase DAL information as 
provided by AT&T-22STATE. 
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1.5 	 White Pages: 

1.5.1 	 This Attachment sets forth terms and conditions that apply to switched-based CLECs for subscriber listing 
information in White Page directories provided by AT&T-22STATE owned ILEC and the CLEC. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "CLEC Subscriber" means CLEC End User, as End User is defined in the General Terms and Conditions of this 
Agreement. 

2.2 	 "General Assistance" means a service in which an operator calls the INW operator seeking assistance in dialing a 
number. For example, the assistance could be required for attempting to dial a number where a 'no ring' condition 
has been encountered. 

2.3 	 "Busy Line Verification (BLV)" means a service in which an operator asks the INW operator to verify a conversation in 
progress. 

2.4 	 "Busy Line Verificationllnterrupt (BLVII)" means a service in which an operator asks the INW operator to interrupt a 
conversation in progress, to determine if one of the parties is willing to speak to the caller requesting the interrupt. 

2.5 	 "Toll Center Code" means the three digit Access Tandem Code (ATC) code that uniquely identifies a tandem switch 
in the Local Exchange Routing Guide (LERG) designated as providing access to operator services functions. An 
operator dials the appropriate area code +ATC + OPR SVC CODE to obtain INW. 

2.6 	 "Operator Service Code (OPR SVC CODE)" means the operator dialable code assigned in the LERG for INW. 

2.7 	 "Facilities-Based CLEC" - A CLEC that provides service through its own switch, a Third Party provider's switch or via 
local circuit switching leased from AT&T-22STATE via a stand-alone agreement. 

3.0 	 Operator Services (OS) I Directory Services (DA) 

3.1 	 Dialing Parity: 

3.1.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide OS/DA to CLEC's End Users with no unreasonable dialing delays and at 
dialing parity with AT&T-22STATE retail OS/DA services. 

3.2 	 Response Parity: 

3.2.1 	 CLEC's End Users shall be answered by AT&T-22STATE's OS and DA platforms with the same priority and 
using the same methods as for AT&T-22STATE's retail End Users. 

3.2.2 	 Any technical difficu~ies in reaching the AT&T-22STATE OS/DA platform (e.g., cable cuts in the OS/DA 
trunks, unusual OS/DA call volumes, etc.) will be experienced at parity with AT&T-22STATE retail End 
Users served via that same AT&T-22STATE End Office Switch. 

3.3 	 Requirements to Physically Interconnect: 

3.3.1 	 This Section describes the Parties' physical interconnection and trunking requirements for a Facility-Based 
CLEC that wishes to interconnect with AT&T-22STATE's OS/DA switches 

3.3.2 	 The demarcation point for OS/DA traffic between the Parties' networks need not coincide with the Point of 
Interconnection (POI) for the physical interconnection of all other inter-carrier voice traffic, but at a minimum 
must be in the Local Access And Transport Area (LATA) within which the CLEC's OS/DA traffic originates. 

3.3.2.1 	 Because CLEC's switch may serve End Users in more than one LATA, the Parties agree that 
CLEC's OSIDA traffic originates from the physical location of the End User dialing 0-, 0+, 411, 
1411, or 555-1212 and not the physical location of CLEC's switch. 
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3.3.2.2 	 To the extent CLEC is serving via circuit-switched wireless technology, the physical location of 
the End User dialing 0-, 0+, 411,1411, or 555-1212 shall be deemed the End User's physical 
billing address, regardless of whether the End User may be roaming at the time of placing the 
OS/DAcall. 

3.3.3 	 The Parties will establish an OS/DA demarcation point at the AT&T-22STATE's OS/DA switch. By mutual 
agreement, an alternative OS/DA demarcation point may be determined based on the following factors: 

3.3.3.1 	 The size and type of facilities needed to carry CLEC's switch-based OS/DA traffic; 

3.3.3.2 	 Whether CLEC wishes to interconnect for only OS, or only DA, or both; 

3.3.3.3 	 Whether CLEC or CLEC's Affiliate is collocated in an AT&T-22STATE Local Tandem office and 
wishes to use the collocation as the OSIDA demarcation point; and 

3.3.3.4 	 Whether CLEC or CLEC's Affiliate already has existing OS/DA facilities in place to the 
AT&T-22STATE's OS/DA platforms. 

3.3.4 	 CLEC shall be financially responsible for the transport facilities to the AT&T-22STATE's switch(es). CLEC 
may self-provision these OS/DA facilities, lease them from Third Parties, or lease them from 
AT&T-22STATE's intrastate Special Access Tariff. 

3.3.5 	 General OS/DA Trunking Requirements: 

3.3.5.1 	 CLEC will initiate an Access Service Request (ASR) for all OS/DA trunk groups from its switch to 
the appropriate AT&T-22STATE OS/DA switches as a segregated one-way trunk group utilizing 
Multi-Frequency (MF) signaling. Unless technically infeasible, AT&T-22STATE will provision all 
such one-way trunk groups in the same manner and at the same intervals as for all other 
interconnection trunks between the Parties. 

3.3.5.2 	 CLEC will employ Exchange Access Operator Services Signaling (EAOSS) from the 
AT&T-22STATE End Offices to the AT&T-22STATE OS/DA switches that are equipped to 
accept 10-Digit Signaling for Automatic Number Identification (ANI). 

3.3.5.3 	 Where EAOSS is not available, Modified Operator Services Signaling (MOSS) will be utilized, 
and a segregated one-way trunk group with MF signaling will be established from CLEC to each 
AT&T·22STATE OS/DA switch for each served Numbering Plan Area (NPA) in the LATA. 

3.3.6 	 Specific OS/DA Trunk Groups, and their Requirements: 

3.3.6.1 	 OS Trunks: 

3.3.6.1.1 	 CLEC shall establish a one-way trunk group from CLEC's switch to the 
AT&T·22STATE OS switch serving OS End Users in that LATA. An OS only trunk 
group will be designated with the appropriate OS traffic use code and modifier. If 
the trunk group transports combined OS/DAfDACC over the same trunk group, 
then the group will be designated with a different traffic use code and modifier for 
combined services. CLEC will have administrative control for the purpose of 
issuing ASR's on this one-way trunk group. 

3.3,6.2 	 DAf DA Call Completion (DACC) Trunks: 

3.3.6.2.1 	 Where permitted, CLEC shall establish a one-way trunk group from CLEC's switch 
to the AT&T·22STATE DA switch serving DA End Users in that LATA. If the trunk 
group transports DAfDACC only, but not OS, then the trunk group will be 
designated with the appropriate DA traffic use code and modifier. 
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3.3.6.2.2 	 In AT&T-13STATE, if OS/DAIDACC is transported together on a combined trunk 
group, then the group will be designated with a different appropriate traffic use 
code and modifier from that used for a DAIDACC only trunk group. CLEC will have 
administrative control for the purpose of issuing ASRs on this one-way trunk group. 

3.3.6.2.3 	 In AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9-STATE, if OS/DAIDACC is transported together 
on a combined trunk group, then the group will be designated with an appropriate 
traffic use code and modifier. CLEC will have administrative control for the purpose 
of issuing ASRs on this one-way trunk group. 

3.3.6.3 	 Busy Line Verification/Emergency Interrupt (BLV/EI) Trunks: 

3.3.6.3.1 	 Where available, when CLEC wishes for AT&T-22STATE to perform Busy Line 
Verification or Emergency Interrupt for CLEC End Users a segregated one-way 
BLV trunk group with MF signaling from AT&T-22STATE's Operator Services 
switch to CLEC's switch serving End Users in that LATA will be required. CLEC 
will have administrative control for the purpose of issuing ASRs on this one-way 
trunk group. The BLV trunk group will be designated with the appropriate traffic 
use code and modifier. 

OS Offerings: 

3.4.1 Operator Services Rate Structure: 

3.4.1.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will assess its OS charges based upon whether the CLEC End User is 
receiving (a) manual OS (i.e., provided a live Operator), or (b) automated OS (Le., an OS switch 
equipment voice recognition feature, functioning either fully or partially without live Operators 
where feasible). The Pricing Schedule contains the full set of OS recurring and nonrecurring 
rates. 

3.4.2 Operator Services Call Processing: 

3.4.2.1 	 Whether manual or automated, AT&T-22STATE will provide the following services when 
processing a 0- or 0+ dialed call from CLEC's line, regardless of whether DA is also requested: 

3.4.2.1.1 	 General Assistance - The End User dialing 0- or 0+, asks the OS Operator to 
provide local and intraLATA dialing assistance for the purposes of completing calls, 
or requesting information on how to place calls e.g., handling emergency calls, 
handling credits etc. 

3.4.2.1.2 	 Calling Card - The End User dialing 0- or 0+, provides the OS Operator with a 
Calling Card number for billing purposes, and seeks assistance in completing the 
call. 

3.4.2.1.3 	 Collect· The End User dialing 0- or 0+, asks the OS Operator to bill the charges 
associated with the call to the called number, provided such billing is accepted by 
the called number. 

3.4.2.1.4 	 Third Number Billed· The End User dialing 0- or 0+, asks the OS Operator to bill 
the call to a different number than the calling or called number. 

3.4.2.1.5 	 Person-To-Person Service - The End User dialing 0- or 0+, asks the OS Operator 
for assistance in reaching a particular person or a particular PBX station, 
department or office to be reached through a PBX attendant. This service applies 
even if the caller agrees, after the connection is established, to speak to any party 
other than the party previously specified. 
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3.4.2.1.6 	 Busy Line Verrfication - A service in which the End User dialing 0- asks the os 
Operator to check the requested line for conversation in progress and advise the 
caller of the status. 

3.4.2.1.7 	 Busy Line Interrupt - A service in which the End User dialing 0- asks the Operator 
to interrupt a conversation in progress, to determine if one of the parties is willing to 
speak to the caller requesting the interrupt. 

3.5 	 DA Offerings: 

3.5.1 	 DA Rate Structure: 

3.5.1.1 	 AT&T-22STATE charges one rate for local DA, and a separate rate for all other DA products. In 
both cases DA charges are assessed on a flat rate per call, regardless of call duration. The 
Pricing Schedule contains the recurring and nonrecurring rates. 

3.5.2 	 DA Call Processing: 

3.5.2.1 	 Where technically feasible and available, AT&T-22STATE will provide the following DA Services 
when a CLEC End User served dials 411, 1-411, or 555-1212 regardless of whether CLEC also 
requests OS from AT&T-22STATE: 

3.5.2.1.1 	 Local Directory Assistance - Consists of providing published name, address and 
telephone number to the dialing End User. 

3.5.2.1.2 	 Directorv Assistance Call Completion (DACC) - A service in which a local or an 
intraLATA call to the requested number is completed on behalf of the DA End User, 
utilizing an automated voice system or with operator assistance. 

3.5.2.1.3 	 National Directory Assistance (NDA) - A service whereby callers may request DA 
outside their LATA or local calling area for any listed telephone number in the 
United States. 

3.5.2.1.4 	 Reverse Directory Assistance (RDA) - An Information Service consisting of 
providing listed local and national name and address information associated with a 
telephone number provided by the individual originating the call. 

3.5.2.1.5 	 Business Category Search (BCS) - Where available, a service in which the End 
User may request business telephone number listings for a specified category of 
business, when the name of the business is not known. Telephone numbers may 
be requested for local and national businesses. 

3.6 	 OS/DA Non-recurring Charges for Loading Automated Call Greeting (i.e. Brand Announcement), Rates and 
Reference Information: 

3.6.1 	 The incoming OS/DA call is automatically answered by a pre-recorded greeting loaded into the OS/DA 
switch itself, prior to being handled by automated equipment or a live operator. CLEC may custom brand or 
brand with silence. 

3.6.1.1 	 CLEC will provide announcement phrase information, via Operator Services Translations 
Questionnaire (OSTQ), to AT&T-22STATE in conformity with the format, length, and other 
requirements specified for all CLECs on the AT&T CLEC Online website. 

3.6.1.2 	 AT&T·22STATE will then perform all of the loading and testing of the announcement for each 
applicable QS/DA switch prior to live traffic. CLEC may also change its pre-recorded 
announcement at any time by providing a new announcement phrase in the same manner. 
CLEC Will be responsible for paying subsequent loading and testing charges. 
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3.6.2 	 If GLEG does not wish to custom brand the OS/DA calls, GLEG End Users will hear silence upon connecting 
with the OS/DA switch by having AT&T-22STATE load a recording of silence into the automatic, pre
recorded announcement slot, set for the shortest possible duration allowed by the switch, to then be routed 
to automated or live operators as with all other OS/DA calls, for which brand loading charges will still apply. 

3.6.2.1 	 GLEG understands that End Users may not perceive silent announcements as ordinary 
mechanical handling of OSIDA calls. 

3.6.2.2 	 GLEG agrees that if it does not brand the call, GLEG shall indemnify and hold AT&T-22STATE 
harmless from any regulatory violation, consumer complaint, or other sanction for failing to 
identify the OS/DA provider to the dialing End User. 

3.6.3 	 AT&T-22STATE will be responsible for loading the GLEG-provided recording or the silent announcement 
into all applicable OS and/or DA switches prior to live traffic, testing the announcement for sound quality at 
parity with that provided to AT&T-22STATE retail End Users. GLEG will be responsible for paying the initial 
recording or silent announcement loading charges, and thereafter, the per-call charge as well as any 
subsequent loading charges if a new recordings or silent announcements are provided as specified above. 

3.6.4 	 Branding/Silent Announcement load charges are assessed per loaded recording, per OGN, per switch. For 
example, a GLEG Reseller may choose to brand under a different name than its facility-based operations, 
and therefore two separate recordings could be loaded into each switch, each incurring the Branding/Silent 
Announcement charge. These charges are mandatory, nonrecurring, and are found in the Pricing 
Schedule. 

3.6.5 	 Where Reference Rater is available, the applicable GLEG-charged retail OS/DA rates and a GLEG-provided 
contact number (e.g., reference to a GLEG business office or repair call center) are loaded into the system 
utilized by the OS/DA Operator. 

3.6.6 	 Where Reference Rater is available, AT&T-22STATE will be responsible for loading the GLEG-provided 
OS/DA retail rates and the GLEG-provided contact number(s) into the OS/DA switches. GLEG will be 
responsible for paying the initial reference and rate loading charges. 

3.6.7 	 Rate/Reference load charges are assessed per loaded set of rates/references, where Reference Rater is 
available, per OGN, per state. For example, a GLEG reseller may choose to rate differently than its facility
based GLEG operations, or may change its rates/references during the life of the contract, and therefore 
separate sets of rates/references could be loaded for each OGN, per state, with each loading incurring the 
Rate/Reference charge. These charges are mandatory, nonrecurring and are found in the Pricing 
Schedule. 

3.6.8 	 Gonverting End Users from Prior Branded Service to GLEG or Silent-Branded Service, or between Resale 
and facilities-based service: 

3.6.8.1 	 To the extent that GLEG has already established the Branding/Silent Announcement recording in 
AT&T-22STATE OS/DA switches for both Resale and facilities-based service, then no Non
Recurring Gharges apply to the conversion of End Users from prior Resale OS/DA wholesale 
service to facilities-based OS/DA wholesale service, or vice versa. 

3.6.8.2 	 To the extent that GLEG has not established the Branding/Silent Announcement recording in 
AT&T-22STATE OS/DA switches for Resale and/or facilities-based service, then Non-Recurring 
Gharges apply to set up the OS/DA call for the new type of service, as is described in Section 
3.6 above, and at the rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule. 

4.0 	 Inward Assistance Operator Services lINW) 

4.1 	 ResponsibilITies of the Parties: 
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4.1.1 	 To the extent that CLEC elects to interconnect with AT&T-22STATE's operator assistance switches, the 
CLEC's responsibilities are described below. 

4.1.2 	 CLEC shall be financially responsible for the transport facilities to the AT&T-22STATE's switch(es). CLEC 
may self-provision these INW facilities, lease them from Third Parties, or lease them from AT&T-22STATE's 
intrastate Special Access Tariff. 

4.1.3 	 The CLEC will initiate an ASR for a one-way trunk group from its designated operator assistance switch to 
the AT&T-22STATE Operator assistance switch utilizing MF signaling. 

4.2 	 CLEC will request in writing, thirty calendar (30) days in advance of the date when the INW are to be provided, 
unless otherwise agreed to by AT&T-22STATE. CLEC or its designated OS providers shall submit an ASR to 
AT&T-22STATE to establish any new interconnection trunking arrangements. 

4.2.1 	 CLEC must provide one (1) Carrier Identification Code (CIC) for its CLEC or Incumbent Exchange Carrier 
business operation and an additional CIC for its IXC business operation if the CLEC wishes to receive 
separate billing data for its CLEC and IXC operations. 

4.3 	 Specifics of INW Offering and Pricing: 

4.3.1 	 Toll Center Codes will be used by the CLEC operators for routing and connecting to the AT&T-22STATE 
Operator assistance switches. These codes are specific to the various AT&T-22STATE LATAs where 
AT&T-22STATE Operator assistance switches are located. 

4.3.2 	 AT&T-22STATE OS will require a Toll Center Code for the CLEC OS assistance switch. This code will be 
the routing code used for connecting the AT&T-22STATE operator to the CLEC operator on an Inward 
basis. 

4.3.3 	 If the CLEC requires establishment of a new Toll Center Code, CLEC shall do so by referencing the LERG. 

4.3.4 	 AT&T-22STATE pricing for INW shall be based on the rates specified in the Pricing Schedule. 

4.4 	 If the CLEC terminates INW or OS/DA service prior to the expiration of the term of this Agreement, CLEC shall pay 
AT&T-22STATE, within thirty (30) calendar days of the issuance of any bills by AT&T-22STATE, all amounts due for 
actual services provided under this Attachment, plus estimated monthly charges for the remainder of the term. 
Estimated charges will be based on an average of the actual monthly amounts billed by AT&T-22STATE pursuant to 
this Attachment prior to its termination. 

4.5 	 The rates applicable for determining the amount(s) under the terms outlined in this Section are those specified in the 
Pricing Schedule. 

5.0 	 Directory Assistance Listings (DAl) 

5.1 	 Responsibilities of the Parties: 

5.1.1 	 Where technically feasible and/or available, AT&T-22STATE will provide DAL information referred to as 
Directory Assistance Listing (DAL) in AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE, Directory Assistance Listing 
Information Service (DALlS) in AT&T CALIFORNIA, Dialing Parity Directory Listings (DPDL) in AT&T 
MIDWEST REGION S-5TATE, Dialing Parity List License (DPLL) in AT&T CONNECTICUT, Directory 
Assistance List License (DALL) in AT&T NEVADA and Directory Assistance Database Services (DADS) in 
AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9-STATE (hereinafter collectively referred to as DAL). 

5.1.2 	 AT&T-22STATE owns and maintains the database containing DAL information (name, address and 
published telephone number, or an indication of "non-published status") of telephone service subscribers. 

5.1.3 	 AT&T-22STATE uses the DAL information in its database to provide directory assistance (DA) service to 
End Users who call AT&T-22STATE's DA to obtain such information. 
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5.1.4 	 Inasmuch as AT&T-22STATE provides DA service under contract for ILECs and CLECs, AT&T-22STATE's 
database also contains DAL information of other ILEC and CLEC telephone service subscribers. 

5.1.5 	 CLEC, or its agent, who choose to provide DA service to CLEC's End Users located in the CLEC's service 
area may load its database with DAL contained in AT&T-22STATE's DA database. 

5.1.6 	 AT&T-22STATE agrees to license requested DAL information contained in its database, under the following 
terms and conditions: 

5.1.6.1 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provide DAL information in a mutually acceptable format. 

5.1.6.2 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provide DAL information to CLEC via a mutually acceptable mode of 
transmission. Once the mode of transmission has been determined, AT&T-22STATE will 
provide to CLEC the initial load of DAL information in a mutually agreed upon timeframe. 

5.2 	 Product SpeCific Service Delivery Provisions: 

5.2.1 	 Use of DAL Information: 

5.2.1.1 	 CLEC may use the DAL information licensed and provided pursuant to this Attachment in 
compliance with all applicable laws, regulations, and rules including any subsequent decision by 
the FCC or a court regarding the use of DAL. 

5.2.1.2 	 In the event a telephone service subscriber has a "non-published" listing, a "non-published" 
classification will be identified in lieu of the telephone number information and will be considered 
part of the Listing Information. The last name, first name, street number, street name, 
community, and zip code will be provided as part of the Listing Information when available. The 
information provided for non-published telephone service subscribers can only be used for two 
(2) purposes. First, the non-published status may be added to the listing in CLEC's database for 
the sole purpose of adding/correcting the non-published status of the listings in the database. 
Second, addresses for non-published telephone service subscribers may be used for verification 
of the non-published status of the listing. If a caller provides the address for a requested listing, 
CLEC may verify the non-published status of the requested listing by matching the caller
provided address with the address in CLEC's database. CLEC however, may not provide the 
address information of a requested listing of a non-published telephone service subscriber to a 
caller under any circumstances, including when verifying the address. CLEC can notify the End 
User that the requested listing is non-published. 

5.3 	 Other: 

5.3.1 	 Pricing: 

5.3.1.1 	 The prices at which AT&T-22STATE agrees to provide CLEC with DAL are provided for in the 
Pricing Schedule. 

5.3.2 	 Breach of Contract: 

5.3.2.1 	 In the event a Party is found to have materially breached the DAL provision of this Attachment, 
such breach shall be remedied immediately and the non-breaching Party shall have the right to 
terminate the breaching party's DAL license, without terminating its own rights hereunder, upon 
fourteen (14) calendar days Notice, until the other Party's breach is remedied. Further should 
CLEC breach the DAL provisions of this Attachment, it shall immediately cease use of 
AT&T-22STATE's DAL information. 

5.3.3 	 Term of DAL Service: 
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5.3.3.1 	 After twelve consecutive (12) months of service, either Party may terminate the DAL services 
provided under this Attachment, without termination liability, upon one hundred-twenty (120) 
calendar days written Notice to the other Party. 

5.3.3.2 	 If the CLEC terminates this service prior to the first twelve (12) consecutive months of the 
contract term, CLEC shall pay AT&T-22STATE, within thirty (30) calendar days of the issuance 
of any bills by AT&T-22STATE, all amounts due for actual services provided under this 
Attachment, plus the monthly or estimated charges for the remainder of the first twelve (12) 
months of the contract term, plus costs incurred by AT&T-22STATE for that associated with the 
provision of the DAL database. 

5.3.4 	 Ordering: 

5.3.4.1 	 To order DAL service, CLEC shall use a DAL Order Application form as provided by 
AT&T-22STATE. 

6.0 	 White Pages 

6.1 	 General Provisions: 

6.1.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will make available to CLEC, for CLEC End Users, non discriminatory access to White 
Pages directory listings, as described herein. 

6.1.2 	 AT&T-22STATE publishes alphabetical White Pages directories in multiple formats, including printed 
directories, CD-ROM and other electronic formats for its ILEC Territory, as defined in the General Terms 
and Conditions of this Agreement. CLEC provides local exchange telephone service in the same area(s) 
and CLEC wishes to include listing information for its End Users located in AT&T-22STATE's ILEC Territory 
in the appropriate AT&T-22STATE White Pages directories. 

6.2 	 Responsibilities of the Parties: 

6.2.1 	 Subject to AT&T-22STATE's practices, as well as the rules and regulations applicable to the provision of 
White Pages directories, AT&T-22STATE will include in appropriate White Pages directories the primary 
alphabetical listings of CLEC End Users located within the ILEC Territory. The rules, regulations and 
AT&T-22STATE practices are subject to change from time to time. When CLEC provides its subscriber 
listing information to AT&T-22STATE listings database, CLEC will receive for its End User, one primary 
listing in AT&T-22STATE White Pages directory and a listing in AT&T-22STATE's DA database at no 
charge, other than applicable service order charges as set forth in the Pricing Schedule. 

6.2.1.1 	 Except in the case of a Local Service Request (LSR) submitted solely to port a number from 
AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9-STATE, if such listing is requested on the initial LSR associated 
with the request for services, a single manual service order charge or electronic service order 
charge, as appropriate, will apply to both the request for service and the request for the directory 
listing. Where a subsequent LSR is placed solely to request a directory listing, or is placed to 
port a number and request a directory listing, separate service order charges as set forth in 
AT&T-22STATE's tariffs shall apply, as well as the manual service order charge or the electronic 
service order charge, as appropriate. 

6.2.1.2 	 Listing Information Confidentiality: 

6.2.1.2.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will afford CLEC's directory listing information the same level of 
confidentiality thatAT&T-22STATE affords its own directory listing information. 

6.2.1.3 	 Unlisted/Non-Published End Users: 
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6.2.1.3.1 	 CLEC will provide to AT&T-22STATE the names, addresses and telephone 
numbers of all CLEC End Users who wish to be omitted from directories. Non
listed/Non-Published listings will be subject to the rates as set forth in the Pricing 
Schedule. 

6.2.1.4 	 Additional, Designer and other Listings: 

6.2.1.4.1 	 Where a CLEC End User requires foreign, enhanced, designer or other listings in 
addition to the primary listing to appear in the White Pages directory, 
AT&T·22STATE Will offer such listings at rates as set forth in the Pricing Schedule. 

6.2.2 	 CLEC shall furnish to AT&T·22STATE subscriber listing information pertaining to CLEC End Users located 
within the ILEC Territory, along with such additional information as AT&T-22STATE may require to prepare 
and print the alphabetical listings of said directory. CLEC shall refer to the AT&T CLEC Online website for 
methods, procedures and ordering information. 

6.2.3 	 CLEC will provide accurate subscriber listing information of its subscribers to AT&T·22STATE via a 
mechanical or manual feed of the directory listing information to AT&T·22STATE's Directory Listing 
database. CLEC agrees to submit all listing information via a mechanized process within six (6) months of 
the Effective Date of this Agreement, or upon CLEC reaching a volume of two hundred (200) listing updates 
per day, whichever comes first. CLEC's subscriber listings will be interfiled (interspersed) in the directory 
among AT&T·22STATE's subscriber listing information. CLEC Will submit listing information within one (1) 
Business Day of installation, disconnection or other change in service (including change of non-listed or 
non-published status) affecting the DA database or the directory listing of a CLEC End User. CLEC must 
submit all listing information intended for publication by the directory close (a/k1a last listing activity) date. 

6.2.4 	 Through the normal course of business, End Users may notify AT&T-22STATE, or its publishing Affiliate, of 
inaccurate or incomplete listing information. In such instance AT&T-22STATE, or its publishing Affiliate, 
shall take appropriate action, as directed by the End User, to update the listing. AT&T-22STATE, or its 
publishing Affiliate, shall also inform CLEC of the deficiency and direct CLEC to send a listing update with 
the information necessary to make the End User Listing accurate and complete. CLEC shall respond within 
five (5) Business Days to such direction from AT&T-22STATE, or its publishing Affiliate. 

6.2.5 	 Distribution of Directories: 

6.2.5.1 	 Each CLEC subscriber will receive one copy per primary End User listing, as provided by CLEC, 
of AT&T-22STATE White Pages directory in the same manner, format and at the same time that 
they are delivered to AT&T-22STATE's subscribers during the annual delivery of newly 
published directories. 

6.2.5.1.1 	 AT&T CONNECTICUT White Page directories will be provided in accordance to 
state and/or local regulations and orders governing White Page directory 
distribution. 

6.2.5.2 	 AT&T-22STATE has no obligation to provide any additional White Page directories above the 
directories provided to CLEC End Users as specified in Section 6.2.5.1 above. 

6.2.5.3 	 CLEC may arrange for additional directory distribution and other services with AT&T-22STATE's 
directory publishing Affiliate pursuant to terms and conditions agreed to by the publishing Affiliate 
and CLEC. 

6.2.6 	 AT&T·22STATE shall direct its directory publishing Affiliate to offer CLEC the opportunity to include in the 
"Information Pages", or comparable section of its White Pages directories (covering the territory where 
CLEC is certified to provide local service), information provided by CLEC for CLEC installation, repair, 
customer service and billing information. AT&T·22STATE's directory publishing Affiliate will include such 
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CLEC information in the "Information Pages" pursuant to terms and conditions agreed to by the publishing 
Affiliate and CLEC. 

6.2.7 	 Use of Subscriber Listing Information: 

6.2.7.1 	 AT&T-22STATE agrees to serve as the single point of contact for all independent and Third 
Party directory publishers who seek to include CLEC's subscriber (Le., End User) listing 
information in an area directory, and to handle the CLEC's subscriber listing information in the 
same manner as AT&T-22STATE's subscriber listing information. In exchange for 
AT&T-22STATE serving as the single point of contact and handling all subscriber listing 
information equally, CLEC authorizes AT&T-22STATE to include and use the CLEC subscriber 
listing information provided to AT&T-22STATE pursuant to this Attachment in AT&T-22STATE's 
White Pages directory, AT&T-22STATE's DA databases, and to provide CLEC subscriber listing 
information to directory publishers. Included in this authorization is release of CLEC listings to 
requesting competing carriers as required by Section 271(c)(2)(B)(vii)(lI) and Section 251(b)(3) 
and any applicable state regulations and orders. Also included in this authorization is 
AT&T-22STATE's use of CLEC's subscriber listing information in AT&T-22STATE's DA, DA 
related products and services, and directory publishing products and services. 

6.2.7.2 	 AT&T-22STATE further agrees not to charge CLEC for serving as the single point of contact 
with independent and Third Party directory publishers, no matter what number or type of 
requests are fielded. In exchange for the handling of CLEC's subscriber list information to 
directory publishers, CLEC agrees that it will receive no compensation for AT&T-22STATE's 
receipt of the subscriber list information or for the subsequent release of this information to 
directory publishers. Such CLEC subscriber list information shall be intermingled with 
AT&T-22STATE's subscriber list information and the subscriber list information of other 
companies that have authorized a similar release of their subscriber list information by 
AT&T-22STATE. 

6.2.8 	 CLEC further agrees to pay all costs incurred by AT&T-22STATE and/or its Affiliates as a result of CLEC 
not complying with the terms of this Attachment. 

6.2.9 	 This Attachment shall not establish, be interpreted as establishing, or be used by either Party to establish or 
to represent their relationship as any form of agency, partnership or joint venture. 

6.2.10 	 Breach of Contract: 

6.2.10.1 	 If either Party is found to have materially breached the White Pages directory terms of this 
Attachment, the non-breaching Party may terminate the White Pages directory terms of this 
Attachment by providing written Notice to the breaching Party, whereupon this Attachment shall 
be null and void with respect to any issue of AT&T·22STATE's White Pages directory published 
sixty (60) or more calendar days after the date of receipt of such written Notice. CLEC further 
agrees to pay all costs incurred by AT&T·22STATE and/or ITS Affiliates as a result of such CLEC 
breach. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 This Attachment sets forth terms and conditions for nondiscriminatory access to Operations Support Systems (OSS) 
"functions" to CLEC for pre-ordering, ordering, provisioning, maintenance/repair, and billing provided by 
AT&T-22STATE. CLEC represents and covenants that it will only use OSS furnished pursuant to this Agreement for 
activities related to 2S1(c)(3) UNEs (as provided in Attachment 13 - 2S1(c)(3) UNEs, resold services, or other 
services covered by this Interconnection Agreement ICA Service(s)). 

1.2 	 Should AT&T-22STATE no longer be obligated to provide a 2S1(c)(3) UNE or other ICA Service under the terms of 
this Agreement, AT&T-22STATE shall no longer be obligated to offer access and use of OSS for that ICA Service. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "Service Bureau Provider (SBP)" means a company which has been engaged by a CLEC to act on its behalf for 
purposes of accessing AT&T·22STATE OSS application-to-application interfaces via a dedicated connection over 
which multiple CLEC's local service transactions are transported. 

3.0 	 General Provisions 

3.1 	 AT&T-22STATE's OSS are comprised of systems and processes that are in some cases region-specific (hereinafter 
referred to as "Regional OSS"). Regional OSS is available only in the regions where such systems and processes 
are currently operational. 

3.2 	 AT&T·22STATE will provide electronic access to OSS via web-based GUls and application-to-application interfaces. 
These GUls and interfaces will allow CLEC to perform pre-order, order, provisioning, maintenance and repair 
functions. AT&T-22STATE will follow industry guidelines and the Change Management Process (CMP) in the 
development of these interfaces. 

3.3 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide all relevant documentation (manuals, user guides, specifications, etc.) regarding 
business rules and other formatting information, as well as practices and procedures, necessary to handle OSS 
related requests. All relevant documentation will be readily accessible at AT&T's CLEC Online website. 
Documentation may be amended by AT&T·22STATE in its sole discretion from time to time. All Parties agree to 
abide by the procedures contained in the then-current documentation. 

3.4 	 AT&T·22STATE's OSS are designed to accommodate requests for both current and projected demands of CLEC 
and other CLECs in the aggregate. 

3.S 	 CLEC shall advise AT&T-22STATE no less than seven (7) Business Days in advance of any anticipated ordering 
volumes above CLEC's normal average daily volumes. 

3.6 	 It is the sole responsibility of CLEC to obtain the technical capability to access and utilize AT&T-22STATE's OSS 
interfaces. All hardware and software requirements for the applicable AT&T-22STATE Regional OSS are specified 
on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

3.7 	 CLEC must access the AT&T-22STATE OSS interfaces as indicated in the connectivity specifications and methods 
set forth on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

3.8 	 Prior to initial use of AT&T·22STATE's Regional OSS, CLEC shall attend and participate in implementation meetings 
to discuss CLEC access plans in detail and schedule testing. 

3.9 	 The technical support function of electronic OSS interfaces can be accessed via the AT&T CLEC Online website. 
CLEC will also provide a single pOint of contact for technical issues related to CLEC's use of AT&T-22STATE's 
electronic interfaces. 
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3.10 	 CLEC agrees that there may be Resale service and 251(c)(3) UNEs available on a regional basis and that such 
regional offering may only be ordered where they are made available in accordance with Resale or 251(c)(3)UNE 
Attachments. Moreover, CLEC shall not be permitted to order ICA Services unless CLEC has a right, under this 
Agreement, to order such service. 

3.11 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provide nondiscriminatory access to OSS processes. When OSS processes are not available 
electronically, AT&T-22STATE shall make manual processes available. 

3.12 	 The Parties agree that a collaborative CMP will be used to manage changes to existing interfaces, introduction of 
new interfaces and retirement of interfaces. The CMP will cover changes to AT&T-22STATE's electronic interfaces, 
AT&T-22STATE's CLEC testing environment, associated manual process improvements, and relevant 
documentation. The process will define a procedure for resolution of CMP disputes. 

3.13 	 Due to enhancements and on-going development of access to AT&T-22STATE CLEC OSS functions, certain 
interfaces may be modified, may be temporarily unavailable, or may be phased out after execution of this Agreement. 
AT&T-22STATE shall provide proper notice of interface phase-out in accordance with CMP. 

3.14 	 The Parties agree to provide one another with toll-free contact numbers for the purpose of addressing ordering, 
provisioning and maintenance of services issues. Contact numbers for maintenance/repair of services shall be 
staffed twenty-four (24) hours per day, seven (7) days per week. 

3.15 	 Proper Use of OSS Interfaces 

3.15.1 	 CLEC shall use AT&T-22STATE electronic interfaces, as described herein, exclusively for the purposes 
specifically provided herein. In addition, CLEC agrees that such use will comply with AT&T-22STATE's 
Data Connection Security Requirements as identified in Section 9.0 below of this Attachment. Failure to 
comply with the requirements of this Attachment, including such security guidelines, may result in forfeiture 
of electronic access to OSS functionality, In addition, CLEC shall be responsible for and indemnifies 
AT&T-22STATE against any cost, expense or liability relating to any unauthorized entry or access into, or 
use or manipulation of AT&T-22STATE's OSS from CLEC systems, workstations or terminals or by CLEC 
employees, agents, or any Third Party gaining access through information and/or facilities obtained from or 
utilized by CLEC and shall pay AT&T-22STATE for any and all damages caused by such unauthorized 
entry. 

3.15.2 	 GLEC's access to pre-order functions will only be used to view Customer Proprietary Network Information 
(CPNI) of another carrier's End User where CLEC has obtained an authorization from the End User for 
release of CPNI. 

3.15.2.1 	 CLEC must maintain records of individual End Users' authorizations for change in local 
Exchange Service and release of CPNI which adhere to all requirements of state and federal 
law, as applicable. 

3.15.2.2 	 CLEC is solely responsible for determining whether proper authorization has been obtained and 
holds AT&T-22STATE harmless from any loss on account of CLEC's failure to obtain proper 
CPNI consent from an End User. The Parties agree not to view, copy, or otherwise obtain 
access to the customer record information about any other carriers' End Users without proper 
permission. CLEC will obtain access to End User customer record information only in strict 
compliance with applicable laws, rules, or regulations of the state in which the service is 
provided. 

3.15.3 	 AT&T-22STATE shall be free to connect an End User to any CLEC based upon that CLEC's request and 
that CLEC's assurance that proper End User authorization has been obtained. In the event of a dispute 
CLEC shall make any such authorization it has obtained available to AT&T-22STATE upon request and at 
no charge. 
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3.15.4 	 By using electronic interfaces to access OSS functions, CLEC agrees to perform accurate and correct 
ordering of ICA Services. CLEC is also responsible for all actions of its employees using any of 
AT&T-22STATE's OSS. As such, CLEC agrees to accept and pay all reasonable costs or expenses, 
including labor costs, incurred by AT&T-22STATE caused by any and all inaccurate ordering or usage of 
the OSS, if such costs are not already recovered through other charges assessed by AT&T-22STATE to 
CLEC. In addition, CLEC agrees to indemnify and hold AT&T-22STATE harmless against any claim made 
by an End User of CLEC or Third Parties against AT&T-22STATE caused by or related to CLEC's use of 
any AT&T·22STATE OSS. 

3.15.5 	 In the event AT&T·22STATE has good cause to believe that CLEC has used AT&T·22STATE OSS in a 
way that conflicts with this Agreement or Applicable Law, AT&T·22STATE shall give CLEC written Notice 
describing the alleged misuse ("Notice of Misuse"). CLEC shall immediately refrain from the alleged misuse 
until such time that CLEC responds in writing to the Notice of Misuse, which CLEC shall provide to 
AT&T-22STATE within twenty (20) calendar days after receipt of the Notice of Misuse. In the event CLEC 
agrees with the allegation of misuse, CLEC shall refrain from the alleged misuse during the term of this 
Agreement. 

3.15.6 	 In the event CLEC does not respond to the Notice of Misuse or does not agree that the CLEC's use of 
AT&T·22STATE OSS is inconsistent with this Agreement or Applicable Law, then the Parties agree to the 
following steps: 

3.15.6.1 	 If such misuse involves improper access of pre-order applications or involves a violation of the 
security guidelines contained herein, or negatively affects another OSS user's ability to use OSS, 
CLEC shall continue to refrain from using the particular OSS functionality in the manner alleged 
by AT&T·22STATE to be improper, until CLEC has implemented a mutually agreeable remedy 
to the alleged misuse. 

3.15.6.2 	 To remedy the misuse for the balance of the Agreement, the Parties will work together as 
necessary to mutually determine a permanent resolution for the balance of the term of the 
Agreement. 

3.16 	 In order to determine whether CLEC has engaged in the alleged misuse described in the Notice of Misuse, 
AT&T·22STATE shall have the right to conduct an audit of CLEC's use of the AT&T-22STATE OSS. Such audit 
shall be limited to auditing those aspects of CLEC's use of the AT&T-22STATE OSS that relate to the allegation of 
misuse as set forth in the Notice of Misuse. AT&T-22STATE shall give ten (10) calendar days advance written 
Notice of its intent to audit CLEC ("Audit Notice") under this Section, and shall identify the type of information needed 
for the audit. Such Audit Notice may not precede the Notice of Misuse. Within a reasonable time following the Audit 
Notice, but no less than fourteen (14) calendar days after the date of the Audit Notice (unless otherwise agreed by 
the Parties), CLEC shall provide AT&T-22STATE with access to the requested information in any reasonably 
requested format, at an appropriate CLEC location, unless otherwise agreed to by the Parties. The audit shall be at 
AT&T-22STATE's expense. All information obtained through such an audit shall be deemed proprietary and/or 
confidential and subject to confidential treatment without necessity for marking such information confidential. 
AT&T·22STATE agrees that it shall only use employees or outside parties to conduct the audit who do not have 
marketing, strategic analysis, competitive assessment or similar responsibilities within AT&T-22STATE. If CLEC 
fails to cooperate in the audit, AT&T·22STATE reserves the right to terminate CLEC's access to electronic 
processes. 

4.0 	 Pre-Ordering 

4.1 	 AT&T-22STATE Regional OSS are available in order that CLEC can perform the pre-ordering functions for ICA 
Services, including but not limited to: 

4.1.1 	 Service address validation 
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4.1.2 	 Telephone number selection 

4.1.3 	 Service and feature availability 

4.1.4 	 Due date information 

4.1.5 	 Customer service information 

4.1.6 	 Loop makeup information 

4.2 	 Complete Regional OSS pre-order functions may be found on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

4.3 	 CLEC shall provide AT&T-22STATE with access to End User record information, including circuit numbers 
associated with each telephone number where applicable. CLEC shall provide such information within four (4) hours 
after requested via electronic access where available. If electronic access is not available, CLEC shall provide to 
AT&T-22STATE paper copies of End User record information, including circuit numbers associated with each 
telephone number where applicable. CLEC shall provide such End User service records within twenty-four (24) 
hours of a valid request, exclusive of Saturdays, Sundays and holidays. 

4.4 	 Data validation files provided are described on the AT&T CLEC Online website. These files provide an alternate 
method of acquiring pre-ordering information that is considered relatively static and are available via the pre-order 
GUI, AT&T's CLEC Online website, or other distribution methods. 

5.0 	 Ordering 

5.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide ordering functionality. To order any ICA Services CLEC will format a Local Service 
Request (LSR) to identify the features, services or elements CLEC is requesting AT&T-22STATE to provision in 
accordance with applicable AT&T-22STATE ordering requirements and other terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. Ordering requirements are located on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

5.2 	 In ordering and provisioning, Unbundled Dedicated Transport (UDT) and local Interconnection trunks, CLEC and 
AT&T-22STATE will use industry Access Service Request (ASR) guidelines, based upon AT&T-22STATE ordering 
requirements. AT&T-22STATE's ASR guidelines are located on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

5.3 	 AT&T-22STATE product/service intervals are located on AT&T's CLEC Online website. 

5.4 	 AT&T-22STATE shall return a Firm Order Confirmation (FOG) in accordance with the applicable performance 
intervals. CLEC shall provide to AT&T-22STATE an FOC per the guidelines located on AT&T's CLEC Online 
website. 

5.5 	 When an AT&T-22STATE provided ICA Service is replaced by CLEC's facility-based service using any 
AT&T-22STATE provided ICA Services, CLEC shall issue appropriate service requests, to both disconnect the 
existing service and order ICA Services. These requests will be processed by AT&T-22STATE, and CLEC will be 
charged the applicable service order charge(s), in addition to the recurring and nonrecurring charges for each 
individual ICA Service and cross-connect ordered. Similarly, when an End User is served by one CLEC using 
provided ICA Services is converted to another CLEC's service using any AT&T-22STATE provided ICA Services, the 
requesting CLEC shall issue appropriate service requests to both disconnect the existing service and connect new 
service to the requesting CLEC End User. These requests will be processed by AT&T-22STATE and the CLEC will 
be charged the applicable service order charge(s), in addition to the recurring and nonrecurring charges for each 
individuallCA Service and cross-connect ordered. 

5.6 	 AT&T-22STATE shall bill to CLEC an LSR charge and/or appropriate service order charges based on the manner in 
which the order is submitted (e.g. manually, semi-mechanized, mechanized) at the rate set forth in the applicable 
Pricing Schedule, and/or applicable tariffs, price list or service guides to this Agreement for each LSR submitted. An 
individual LSR will be identified for billing purposes by its Purchase Order Number (PON). 
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5.7 	 The Commissions, in some states, have ordered per element manual additive nonrecurring charges for ICA Services 
ordered by means other than one of the interactive interfaces ("Additional Charges"). Additional Charges shall 
charges will apply in these states as set forth in the applicable Pricing Schedule, and/or applicable tariffs, price list or 
service guides. 

6.0 	 Provisioning 

6.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide to CLEC nondiscriminatory provisioning of ICA Services. Access to order status and 
provisioning order status is available via the regional pre-ordering and ordering GUls, AT&T's CLEC Online website, 
and application-te-application interfaces. 

6.2 	 AT&T-22STATE shall provision services during its regular working hours. To the extent CLEC requests provisioning 
of service to be performed outside AT&T-22STATE's regular working hours, or the work so requested requires 
AT&T-22STATE's technicians or project managers to work outside of regular working hours, AT&T-22STATE will 
assess overtime charges set forth in the Pricing Schedule/AT&T-22STATE's intrastate Access Services Tariff. 

6.3 	 In the event AT&T-22STATE must dispatch to the End User's location more than once for provisioning of ICA 
Services due to incorrect or incomplete information provided by CLEC (e.g., incomplete address, incorrect contact 
name/number, etc.), AT&T-22STATE will bill CLEC for each additional dispatch required to provision the circuit due 
to the incorrect/incomplete information provided. AT&T-22STATE will assess the Maintenance of Service 
Charge/Trouble Determination Charge/Trouble Location ChargelTime and Material Charges/Additional Labor 
Charges from the applicable Pricing Schedule, and/or applicable tariffs, price list or service guides. 

6.4 	 Cancellation Charges: 

6.4.1 	 If CLEC cancels an order for ICA Services subsequent to AT&T-22STATE's generation of a service order, 
any costs incurred by AT&T-22STATE in conjunction with provisioning of services as requested on the 
cancelled LSR will be recovered in accordance with the cancellation methodology set forth in the 
Cancellation Charge Percentage Chart found on AT&T's CLEC Online website. In addition, 
AT&T-22STATE reserves the right to assess cancellation charges if CLEC fails to respond within nine (9) 
Business Days to a Missed Appointment order notification. 

6.4.1.1 	 Notwithstanding the foregoing, if CLEC places an LSR based upon AT&T-22STATE's loop 
makeup information, and such information is inaccurate resulting in the inability of 
AT&T-22STATE to provision the ICA Services requested and another spare compatible facility 
cannot be found with the transmission characteristics of the ICA Services originally requested, 
cancellation charges shall not apply. Where CLEC places a single LSR for multiple ICA Services 
based upon loop makeup information, and information as to some, but not all, of the ICA 
Services is inaccurate, if AT&T-22STATE cannot provision the ICA Services that were the 
subject of the inaccurate loop makeup information, CLEC may cancel its request for those ICA 
Services without incurring cancellation charges. In such instance, should CLEC elect to cancel 
the entire LSR, cancellation charges as shall apply to those ICA Services that were not the 
subject of inaccurate loop makeup. 

6.5 	 Expedite Charges: 

6.5.1 	 For Expedite requests by CLEC, charges from the Pricing Schedule or Connecticut Access Service Tariff 
will apply for intervals less than the standard interval as outlined on the AT&T CLEC Online website. 

6.6 	 Order Modification Charges: 

6.6.1 	 If CLEC modifies an order after being sent a FOC from AT&T-22STATE, the Order Modification Charge 
(OMC) or Order Modification Charge Additional Dispatch (OMCAD) will be accessed from the Pricing 
Schedule as applicable. 
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7.0 	 MaintenancelRepair 

7.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide CLEC with access to electronic interfaces for the purpose of reporting and monitoring 
trouble. 

7.2 	 The methods and procedures for trouble reporting outlined on the AT&T CLEC Online website shall be used. 

7.3 	 AT&T-22STATE will maintain, repair and/or replace ICA Services in accordance with the FCC requirements and 
applicable tariffs. 

7.4 	 CLEC shall make available at mutually agreeable times the 251(c)(3) UNEs provided pursuant to this Agreement in 
order to permit AT&T-22STATE to test and make adjustments appropriate for maintaining the 251(c)(3) UNEs in 
satisfactory operating condition. No credit will be allowed for any interruptions involved during such testing and 
adjustments. 

7.5 	 Neither CLEC or its End Users shall rearrange, move, disconnect, remove or attempt to repair any facilities owned by 
AT&T-22STATE except with the prior written consent of AT&T-22STATE. 

7.6 	 CLEC will be responsible for testing and isolating troubles on ICA Services. CLEC must test and isolate trouble to 
the AT&T-22STATE network before reporting the trouble to the Maintenance Center. Upon request from 
AT&T-22STATE at the time of the trouble report, CLEC will be required to provide the results of the CLEC test 
isolating the trouble to the AT&T-22STATE network. 

7.7 	 For all ICA Services repair requests, CLEC shall adhere to AT&T-22STATE's prescreening guidelines prior to 
referring the trouble to AT&T-22STATE. 

7.B 	 CLEC will contact the appropriate AT&T-22STATE repair centers in accordance with procedures established by 
AT&T-22STATE. 

7.9 	 AT&T-22STATE reserves the right to contact CLEC's End Users, if deemed necessary, for provisioning or 
maintenance purposes. 

7.10 	 Repair requests are billed in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement. If CLEC reports a trouble on a 
AT&T-22STATE ICA Service and no trouble is found in AT&T-22STATE's network, AT&T-22STATE will charge 
CLEC a Maintenance of Service Charge/Trouble Determination ChargelTrouble Location ChargelTime and Material 
Charges/Additional Labor Charges for any dispatching and testing (both inside and outside the Central Office) 
required by AT&T-22STATE in order to confirm the working status. AT&T-22STATE will assess these charges at 
the rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule and/or applicable tariffs. 

7.11 	 In the event AT&T-22STATE must dispatch to an End User's location more than once for repair or maintenance of 
ICA Services due to incorrect or incomplete information provided by CLEC (e.g., incomplete address, incorrect 
contact name/number, etc.), AT&T-22STATE will bill CLEC for each additional dispatch required to repair the circuit 
due to the incorrecUincomplete information provided. AT&T-22STATE will assess the Maintenance of Service 
ChargelTrouble Determination ChargelTrouble Location ChargelTime and Material Charges/Additional Labor 
Charges at the rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule. 

7.12 	 CLEC shall pay Time and Material charges when AT&T-22STATE dispatches personnel and the trouble is in 
equipment or communications systems provided an entity by other than AT&T·22STATE or in detariffed CPE 
provided by AT&T-22STATE, unless covered under a separate maintenance agreement. 

7.13 	 CLEC shall pay Maintenance of Service charges when the trouble clearance did not otherwise require dispatch, but 
dispatch was requested for repair verification or cooperative testing, and the circuit did not exceed maintenance 
limits. 
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7.14 	 If CLEC issues a trouble report allowing AT&T-22STATE access to End User's premises and AT&T-22STATE 
personnel are dispatched but denied access to the premises, then Time and Material charges will apply for the period 
of time that AT&T-22STATE personnel are dispatched. Subsequently, if AT&T-22STATE personnel are allowed 
access to the premises, these charges will still apply. 

7.15 	 Time and Material charges apply on a first and additional basis for each half-hour or fraction thereof. If more than 
one technician is dispatched in conjunction with the same trouble report, the total time for all technicians dispatched 
will be aggregated prior to the distribution of time between the "First Half Hour or Fraction Thereof' and "Each 
Additional Half Hour or Fraction Thereof' rate categories. Basic Time is work-related efforts of AT&T-22STATE 
performed during normally scheduled working hours on a normally scheduled workday. Overtime is work-related 
efforts of performed on a normally scheduled workday, but outside of normally scheduled working hours. Premium 
Time is work related efforts of AT&T-22STATE performed other than on a normally scheduled workday. 

7.15.1 	 If CLEC requests or approves an AT&T-22STATE technician to perform services in excess of or not 
otherwise contemplated by the nonrecurring charges herein, CLEC will pay Time and Material charges for 
any additional work to perform such services, including requests for installation or other work outside of 
normally scheduled working hours. 

8.0 	 Billing 

8.1 	 AT&T-22STATE will provide to CLEC nondiscriminatory access to associated billing information as necessary to 
allow CLEC to perform billing functions. 

8.1.1 The charges for bill data are dependent upon the manner in which such bill data is delivered to CLEC. 

8.1.1.1 CLEC agrees to pay the applicable rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule. 

9.0 	 Data Connection Security Requirements 

9.1 	 CLEC agrees to comply with AT&T-22STATE data connection security procedures, including but not limited to 
procedures on joint security requirements, information security, user identification and authentication, network 
monitoring, and software integrity. These procedures are set forth on the AT&TCLEC Online website. 

9.2 	 CLEC agrees that interconnection of CLEC data facilities with AT&T-22STATE data facilities for access to OSS will 
be in compliance with AT&T-22STATE's "Competitive Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC) Operations Support System 
Interconnection Procedures" document current at the time of initial connection to AT&T-22STATE and available on 
the AT&T CLEC Online website. 

9.3 	 Joint Security Requirements: 

9.3.1 	 Both Parties will maintain accurate and auditable records that monitor user authentication and machine 
integrity and confidentiality (e.g., password assignment and aging, chronological logs configured, system 
accounting data, etc.). 

9.3.2 	 Both Parties shall maintain accurate and complete records detailing the individual data connections and 
systems to which they have granted the other Party access or interface privileges. These records will 
include, but are not limited to, user ID assignment, user request records, system configuration, time limits of 
user access or system interfaces. These records should be kept until the termination of this Agreement or 
the termination of the requested access by the identified individual. Either Party may initiate a compliance 
review of the connection records to verify that only the agreed to connections are in place and that the 
connection records are accurate, 

9.3.3 	 CLEC shall immediately notify AT&T-22STATE when an employee user ID is no longer valid (e.g. employee 
termination or movement to another department). 
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9.3.4 	 The Parties shall use an industry standard virus detection software program at all times. The Parties shall 
immediately advise each other by telephone upon actual knowledge that a virus or other malicious code has 
been transmitted to the other Party. 

9.3.5 	 All physical access to equipment and services required to transmit data will be in secured locations. 
Verification of authorization will be required for access to all such secured locations. A secured location is 
where walls and doors are constructed and arranged to serve as barriers and to provide uniform protection 
for all equipment used in the data connections which are made as a result of the user's access to either the 
CLEC's or AT&T-22STATE's network. At a minimum, this shall include access doors equipped with card 
reader control or an equivalent authentication procedure and/or device, and egress doors which generate a 
real-time alarm when opened and which are equipped with tamper resistant and panic hardware as required 
to meet building and safety standards. 

9.3.6 	 The Parties shall maintain accurate and complete records on the card access system or lock and key 
administration to the rooms housing the equipment utilized to make the connection(s) to the other Party's 
network. These records will include management of card or key issue, activation or distribution and 
deactivation. 

Additional Responsibilities of the Parties: 

9.4.1 	 Modem/DSU Maintenance And Use Policy: 

9.4.1.1 	 To the extent the access provided hereunder involves the support and maintenance of CLEC 
equipment on AT&T-22STATE's premises, such maintenance will be provided under the terms 
of the "Competitive Local Exchange Carrier (CLEC) Operations Support System Interconnection 
Procedures" document cited in Section 9.2 above. 

9.4.2 	 Monitoring: 

9.4.2.1 	 Each Party will monitor its own network relating to any user's access to the Party's networks, 
processing systems, and applications. This information may be collected, retained, and 
analyzed to identify potential security risks without notice. This information may include, but is 
not limited to, trace files, statistics, network addresses, and the actual data or screens accessed 
or transferred. 

9.4.3 	 Each Party shall notify the other Party's security organization immediately upon initial discovery of actual or 
suspected unauthorized access to, misuse of, or other "at risk" conditions regarding the identified data 
facilities or information. Each Party shall provide a specified point of contact. If either Party suspects 
unauthorized or inappropriate access, the Parties shall work together to isolate and resolve the problem. 

9.4.4 	 In the event that one (1) Party identifies inconsistencies or lapses in the other Party's adherence to the 
security provisions described herein, or a discrepancy is found, documented, and delivered to the non
complying Party, a corrective action plan to address the identified vulnerabilities must be provided by the 
non-complying Party within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of the identified inconsistency. The 
corrective action plan must identify what will be done, the Party accountable/responsible, and the proposed 
compliance date. The non-complying Party must provide periodic status reports (minimally monthly) to the 
other Party's security organization on the implementation of the corrective action plan in order to track the 
work to completion. 

9.4.5 	 In the event there are technological constraints or situations where either Party's corporate security 
requirements cannot be met, the Parties will institute mutually agreed upon alternative security controls and 
safeguards to mitigate risks. 
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9.4.6 	 All network-related problems will be managed to resolution by the respective organizations, CLEC or 
AT&T·22STATE, as appropriate to the ownership of a failed component. As necessary, CLEC and 
AT&T·22STATE will work together to resolve problems where the responsibility of either Party is not easily 
identified. 

9.5 	 Information Security Policies And Guidelines For Access To Computers, Networks and Information By Non-Employee 
Personnel: 

9.5.1 	 Information security policies and guidelines are designed to protect the integrity, confidentiality and 
availability of computer, networks and information resources. Section 9.6 below through Section 9.12 below 
inclusive summarizes the general policies and principles for individuals who are not employees of the Party 
that provides the computer, network or information, but have authorized access to that Party's systems, 
networks or information. Questions should be referred to CLEC or AT&T·22STATE, respectively, as the 
providers of the computer, network or information in question. 

9.5.2 	 It is each Party's responsibility to notify its employees, contractors and vendors who will have access to the 
other Party's network, on the proper security responsibilities identified within this Attachment. Adherence to 
these policies is a requirement for continued access to the other Party's systems, networks or information. 
Exceptions to the policies must be requested in writing and approved by the other Party's information 
security organization. 

9.6 	 General Policies: 

9.6.1 	 Each Party's resources are for approved this Agreement's business purposes only. 

9.6.2 	 Each Party may exercise at any time its right to inspect, record, andlor remove all information contained in 
its systems, and take appropriate action should unauthorized or improper usage be discovered. 

9.6.3 	 Individuals will only be given access to resources that they are authorized to receive and which they need to 
perform their job duties. Users must not attempt to access resources for which they are not authorized. 

9.6.4 	 Authorized users shall not develop, copy or use any program or code which circumvents or bypasses 
system security or privilege mechanism or distorts accountability or audit mechanisms. 

9.6.5 	 Actual or suspected unauthorized access events must be reported immediately to each Party's security 
organization or to an alternate contact identified by that Party. Each Party shall provide its respective 
security contact information to the other. 

9.7 	 User Identification: 

9.7.1 	 Access to each Party's corporate resources will be based on identifying and authenticating individual users 
in order to maintain clear and personal accountability for each user's actions. 

9.7.2 	 User identification shall be accomplished by the assignment of a unique, permanent user 10, and each user 
10 shall have an associated identification number for security purposes. 

9.7.3 	 User IDs will be revalidated on a monthly basis. 

9.B 	 User Authentication: 

9.B.1 	 Users will usually be authenticated by use of a password. Strong authentication methods (e.g. one-time 
passwords, digital signatures, etc.) may be required in the future. 

9.B.2 	 Passwords must not be stored in script files. 

9.B.3 	 Passwords must be entered by the user. 
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9.8.4 	 Passwords must be at least six (6) to eight (8) characters in length, not blank or a repeat of the user ID; 
contain at least one (1) letter, and at least one (1) number or special character must be in a position other 
than the first or last position. This format will ensure that the password is hard to guess. Most systems are 
capable of being configured to automatically enforce these requirements. Where a system does not 
mechanically require this format, the users must manually follow the format. 

9.8.5 	 Systems will require users to change their passwords regularly (usually every thirty-one (31) days). 

9.8.6 	 Systems are to be configured to prevent users from reusing the same password for six (6) changes/months. 

9.8.7 	 Personal passwords must not be shared. Any user who has shared his password is responsible for any use 
made of the password. 

9.9 	 Access and Session Control: 

9.9.1 	 Destination restrictions will be enforced at remote access facilities used for access to OSS Interfaces. 
These connections must be approved by each Party's corporate security organization. 

9.9.2 	 Terminals or other input devices must not be left unattended while they may be used for system access. 
Upon completion of each work session, terminals or workstations must be properly logged off. 

9.10 	 User Authorization: 

9.10.1 	 On the destination system, users are granted access to specific resources (e.g. databases, files, 
transactions, etc.). These permissions will usually be defined for an individual user (or user group) when a 
user ID is approved for access to the system. 

9.11 	 Software and Data Integrity: 

9.11.1 	 Each Party shall use a comparable degree of care to protect the other Party's software and data from 
unauthorized access, additions, changes and deletions as it uses to protect its own similar software and 
data. This may be accomplished by physical security at the work location and by access control software on 
the workstation. 

9.11.2 	 All software or data shall be scanned for viruses before use on a Party's corporate faCilities that can be 
accessed through the direct connection or dial up access to OSS interfaces. 

9.11.3 	 Unauthorized use of copyrighted software is prohibited on each Party's corporate systems that can be 
accessed through the direct connection or dial up access to OSS Interfaces. 

9.11.4 	 Proprietary software or information (whether electronic or paper) of a Party shall not be given by the other 
Party to unauthorized individuals. When it is no longer needed, each Party's proprietary software or 
information shall be returned by the other Party or disposed of securely. Paper copies shall be shredded. 
Electronic copies shall be overwritten or degaussed. 

9.12 	 Monitoring and Audit: 

9.12.1 	 To deter unauthorized access events, a warning or no trespassing message will be displayed at the point of 
initial entry (I.e., network entry or applications with direct entry points). Each Party should have several 
approved versions of this message. Users should expect to see a warning message similar to this one: 

"This is a(n) (AT&T or CLEC) system restricted to Company official business and subject 
to being monitored at any time. Anyone using this system expressly consents to such 
monitoring and to any evidence of unauthorized access, use, or modification being used 
for criminal prosecution. " 
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9.12.2 	 After successful authentication, each session will display the last logon date/time and the number of 
unsuccessful logon attempts. The user is responsible for reporting discrepancies, 

10.0 	 Miscellaneous 

10.1 	 To the extent AT&T·22STATE seeks to recover costs associated with OSS system access and connectivity, 
AT&T·22STATE shall not be foreclosed from seeking recovery of such costs via negotiation, arbitration, or generic 
proceeding during the term of this Agreement. 

10.2 	 Unless otherwise specified herein, charges for the use of AT&T-22STATE's OSS, and other charges applicable to 
pre·ordering, ordering, provisioning and maintenance and repair, shall be at the applicable rates set forth in the 
Pricing Schedule. 

10.3 	 Single Point of Contact: 

10.3.1 	 CLEC will be the single point of contact with AT&T-22STATE for ordering activity for ICA Services used by 
CLEC to provide services to its End Users, except that AT&T·22STATE may accept a request directly from 
another CLEC, or AT&T·22STATE, acting with authorization of the affected End User. Pursuant to a 
request from another carrier, AT&T-22STATE may disconnect any ICA Service being used by CLEC to 
provide service to that End User and may reuse such network elements or facilities to enable such other 
carrier to provide service to the End User. AT&T·22STATE will notify CLEC that such a request has been 
processed but will not be required to notify CLEC in advance of such processing. 

10.4 	 Use of Facilities: 

10.4.1 	 When an End User of CLEC elects to discontinue service and to transfer service to another LEC, including 
AT&T·22STATE, shall have the right to reuse the facilities provided to CLEC, regardless of whether those 
facilities are provided as ICA Services, and regardless of whether the End User served with such facilities 
has paid all charges to CLEC or has been denied service for nonpayment or otherwise. AT&T-22STATE 
will notify CLEC that such a request has been processed after the disconnect order has been completed. 

10.5 	 AT&T·22STATE will provide loss notifications to CLEC. This notification alerts CLEC that a change requested by 
another Telecommunications provider has/or may result in a change in the Local Service Provider associated with a 
given telephone number. It will be provided via the ordering GUI and application-to-application interfaces and 
AT&T's CLEC Online website, as applicable. 

11.0 	 Service Bureau Provider Arrangements for Shared Access to ass 
11.1 	 Notwithstanding any language in this Agreement regarding access to OSS to the contrary, CLEC shall be permitted 

to access AT&T·22STATE OSS via a Service Bureau Provider as follows: 

11.1.1 	 CLEC shall be permitted to access AT&T·22STATE application-to-application OSS interfaces, via a Service 
Bureau Provider where CLEC has entered into an agency relationship with such Service Bureau Provider, 
and the Service Bureau Provider has executed an Agreement with AT&T·22STATE to allow Service Bureau 
Provider to establish access to and use of AT&T·22STATE's OSS. 

11.1.2 	 CLEC's use of a Service Bureau Provider shall not relieve CLEC of the obligation to abide by all terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. CLEC must ensure that its agent properly performs all OSS obligations of 
CLEC under this Agreement, which CLEC delegates to Service Bureau Provider. 

11.1.3 	 It shall be the obligation of CLEC to provide Notice in accordance with the Notice provisions of the General 
Terms and Conditions of this Agreement whenever it establishes an agency relationship with a Service 
Bureau Provider or terminates such a relationship. AT&T·22STATE shall have a reasonable transition time 
to establish a connection to a Service Bureau Provider once CLEC provides Notice. Additionally, 
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AT&T-22STATE shall have a reasonable transition period to terminate any such connection after Notice 
from CLEC that it has terminated its agency relationship with a Service Bureau Provider. 

11.2 	 AT&T-22STATE shall not be obligated to pay liquidated damages or assessments for noncompliance with a 
performance measurement to the extent that such noncompliance was the result of actions or events beyond 
AT&T-22STATE's control associated with Third Party systems or equipment including systems, equipment and 
services provided by a Service Bureau Provider (acting as CLEC's agent for connection to AT&T-22STATE's OSS) 
which could not be avoided by AT&T-22STATE through the exercise of reasonable diligence or delays or other 
problems resulting from actions of a Service Bureau Provider, including Service Bureau provided processes, 
services, systems or connectivity. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 The Parties agree that CLEC is entitled to order any Section 251 or 251 (c)(3) element required to be made available 
by FCC requirements pursuant to the Act. A Bona Fide Request (BFR) is to be used when CLEC makes a request of 
AT&T-22STATE to provide a new or modified Section 251 or 251(c)(3) element that is not currently offered by 
AT&T-22STATE but is required to be made available via the Act. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "BFR" means a Bona Fide Request pursuant to the Act. 

2.2 	 "Complex Request Evaluation Fee" means an Individual Case Basis (ICB) fee to compensate AT&T-22STATE for 
the extraordinary expenses directly related to the CLEC's BFR which is acomplex request that requires the allocation 
and engagement of additional resources above the existing allocated resources used on BFR cost development 
which include, but are not limited to, expenditure of funds to develop feasibility studies, specific resources that are 
required to determine request requirements (such as operation support system analysts, technical managers, 
software developers), software impact analysis by specific software developers; software architecture development, 
hardware impact analysis by specific system analysts, etc. 

2.3 	 "Development Rate" means the estimated cost for AT&T-22STATE to develop the new or modified 251 (c)(3) element 
and other network elements. 

3.0 	 Responsibilities of the Parties 

3.1 	 A BFR shall be submitted by CLEC on the BFR Application Form, located on the AT&T CLEC Online website, to the 
designated AT&T-22STATE Senior Carrier Accounts Manager (SrCAM) and shall specifically identify the requested 
service date, technical requirements, and/or such other specifications that clearly define the request such that AT&T
22STATE has sufficient information to analyze and prepare a response. Such a request shall also include CLEC's 
designation of the BFR as being pursuant to the Act. 

3.1.1 	 CLEC shall include with its BFR Application Form a "BFR Deposit" to cover preliminary evaluation costs. 
See Pricing Schedule for the BFR Deposit amount. 

3.1.2 	 If the BFR Deposit amount identified in the Pricing Schedule is not made at the time of the BFR Application, 
CLEC shall be responsible for all preliminary evaluation costs incurred by AT&T-22STATE to complete the 
preliminary analysis (regardless of whether such costs are greater or lesser than the BFR Deposit amount in 
the Pricing Schedule). 

3.1.3 	 If CLEC submits a BFR Deposit with its BFR, and AT&T-22STATE is not able to process the request or 
determines that the request does not qualify for BFR treatment, then AT&T-22STATE will credit the BFR 
Deposit amount to the CLEC's account. Similarly, if the costs incurred to complete the Preliminary Analysis 
are less than the BFR Deposit, the balance of the deposit will, at the option of CLEC, either be credited 
toward the CLEC's account or credited toward any additional developmental costs authorized by CLEC. 

3.2 	 Within two (2) Business Days of AT&T-22STATE's receipt of a fully complete and valid BFR, AT&T-22STATE shall 
acknowledge, in writing, its receipt and identify a single point of contact responsible for responding to the BFR and 
shall request any additional information needed to process the BFR to the extent known at that time. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, AT&T-22STATE may reasonably request additional information from CLEC at any 
time during the processing of the BFR. 

3.3 	 For any new or modified Section 251 or 251 (c)(3) element required to be unbundled by Act, if AT&T-22STATE 
determines that the preliminary analysis of the requested BFR is of such complexity that it will cause 
AT&T-22STATE to expend extraordinary resources to evaluate the BFR, AT&T-22STATE shall notify CLEC within 
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ten (10) Business Days of AT&T-22STATE's receipt of the BFR that a Complex Request Evaluation Fee will be 
required prior to the preliminary analysis of the BFR being performed by AT&T-22STATE. If CLEC accepts the 
Complex Request Evaluation Fee proposed by AT&T-22STATE, CLEC shall submit such fee within thirty (30) 
Business Days of AT&T-22STATE's notice that a Complex Request Evaluation Fee is required. AT&T-22STATE will 
not be obligated to further process the BFR until such Complex Request Evaluation Fee is received by 
AT&T-22STATE. Within thirty (30) Business Days of AT&T-22STATE's receipt of the Complex Request Evaluation 
Fee, AT&T-22STATE shall respond to CLEC by providing a preliminary analysis. 

3.4 	 If AT&T-22STATE is not required to expend extraordinary resources to evaluate the BFR as described in Section 3.3 
above, then within thirty (30) Business Days of AT&T-22STATE's receipt of CLEC's fully complete and valid BFR, 
AT&T-22STATE shall respond to CLEC by providing a preliminary analysis of the new or modified Section 251 or 
251 (c)(3) element. The preliminary analysis shall confirm either that AT&T-22STATE will or will not offer the new or 
modified Section 251 or 251 (c)(3) element. 

3.5 	 CLEC may cancel a BFR at any time up until thirty (30) Business Days after receiving AT&T-22STATE's preliminary 
analysis. If CLEC cancels the BFR within thirty (30) Business Days after receipt of AT&T-22STATE's preliminary 
analysis, AT&T-22STATE shall be entitled to retain the BFR Deposit or any Complex Request Evaluation Fee, minus 
those costs that have not been incurred by AT&T-22STATE as of the date of cancellation. 

3.6 	 CLEC will have thirty (30) Business Days from receipt of the preliminary analysis to accept the preliminary analysis. 
CLEC must provide acceptance of the preliminary analysis in writing and provide the payment of the estimated 
Development Rate for the new or modified network element quoted in the preliminary analysis. If CLEC fails to 
respond within this thirty (30) Business Day period, the BFR will be deemed cancelled. 

3.7 	 As soon as feasible, but not more than ninety (90) calendar days after AT&T-22STATE's receipt of CLEC's written 
acceptance of the preliminary analysis and payment of the estimated Development Rate, AT&T·22STATE shall 
provide to CLEC a firm price quote. The firm price quote will include any additional Development Rates, the 
nonrecurring rate and the recurring rate, and a detailed implementation plan. The firm nonrecurring rate will not 
include any of the Development Rate or the Complex Request Evaluation Fee, if required, in the calculation of this 
rate 

3.8 	 CLEC shall have thirty (30) Business Days from receipt of the firm price quote to accept or deny the firm price quote 
in writing and submit any additional Development Rates or nonrecurring rates quoted in the firm price quote. If 
AT&T·22STATE does not receive Notice of any of the foregoing within such thirty (30) Business Day period, the BFR 
shall be deemed canceled. CLEC shall be responsible to reimburse AT&T-22STATE for its costs incurred up to the 
date of cancellation (whether affirmatively canceled or deemed canceled by AT&T·22STATE). 

3.9 	 Unless CLEC agrees otherwise, all prices shall be consistent with the applicable pricing principles and provisions of 
the Act. 

3.10 	 If CLEC believes that AT&T-22STATE's firm price quote is not consistent with the requirements of the Act, either 
Party may seek dispute resolution in accordance with the Dispute Resolution provisions set forth in the General 
Terms and Conditions of this Agreement. 

3.11 	 Upon agreement to the rates, terms and conditions of the BFR, an amendment to this Agreement may be required 
and the Parties shall negotiate such amendment in good faith. 
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1.0 	 General Provisions 

1.1 	 The Performance Measurements Plans referenced herein, notwithstanding any provisions in any other attachment in 
this Agreement, are not intended to create, modify or otherwise affect Parties' rights and obligations. The existence 
of any particular performance measure, or the language describing that measure, is not evidence that CLEC is 
entitled to any particular manner of access, nor is it evidence that AT&T·22STATE is limited to providing any 
particular manner of access. The Parties' rights and obligations to such access are defined elsewhere, including the 
relevant laws, FCC and Commission deCisions/regulations, and in the case of Connecticut, state tariffs, and within 
this Agreement. 

1.2 	 AT&T·22STATE's implementation of the Performance Measurements Plans addressed by this Attachment 
(Performance Measurement Plan(s), the Plan(s)) will not be considered as an admission against interest or an 
admission of liability in any legal, regulatory, or other proceeding relating to the same performance. The Parties 
agree that CLEC may not use the existence of such Plans as evidence that AT&T·22STATE has discriminated in the 
provision of any facilities or services under Sections 251 or 252, or has violated any state or federal law or regulation. 
AT&T·22STATE's conduct underlying its performance, and the performance data provided under the Performance 
Measurements Plans, however, are not made inadmissible by these terms. AT&T·22STATE's performance as 
measured by these plans may not be used as an admission of liability or culpability for a violation of any state or 
federal law or regulation. 

1.3 	 Nothing herein shall be interpreted to be a waiver of AT&T·22STATE's right to argue and contend in any forum, in 
the future, that Sections 251 and 252 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996 do not impose any duty or legal 
obligation to negotiate and/or mediate or arbitrate a self-executing liquidated damages or remedy plan. 

2.0 	 Region-Specific Provisions 

2.1 	 AT&T MIDWEST REGION 5·STATE Requirements: 

2.1.1 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, the Performance Measurements in the Performance Measurements 
Plans most recently adopted or ordered, in a generic/non-CLEC specific proceeding, by the Commission 
that approved this Agreement under Section 252(e) of the Act are incorporated herein. Modifications and/or 
deletions to Performance Measurements in that proceeding or any successor proceeding shall be 
automatically incorporated into this Agreement by reference in the month indicated by the Commission's 
order. The list of proceedings, by state, in which a Performance Measurements Plan has been adopted or 
ordered, is included in Section 2.1.3 below. For the purpose of this Agreement in Michigan, these 
measurements will be effective with the first full month of performance after Commission approval of the 
measurements. 

2.1.2 	 The Performance Measurements Plans may include a remedy plan providing liquidated damages payments 
where such a plan was also approved by the Commission in a generic/non-CLEC specific proceeding. Any 
subsequent Commission-ordered additions, modifications and/or deletions to the remedies provisions of the 
Performance Measurements Plans, in that proceeding or any successor proceeding, to which no 
participating party has objected, shall be automatically incorporated into this Agreement by reference in the 
month indicated by the Commission's order. The list of proceedings, by state, in which a Performance 
Measurements (Remedy) Plan has been adopted or ordered, is included in Section 2.1.3 below. For the 
purpose of this Agreement, in Michigan, the Remedy Plan will be effective with the first full month of 
performance after Commission approval of the Remedy Plan. 

2.1.3 	 Proceedings, by state, in which a Performance Measurements Plan has been adopted or ordered by the 
respective Commission under the specific authority identified herein, or under any successor authority or 
docket, shall be the effective plan under this Agreement. Currently, such dockets are as follows: 
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2.1.3.1 	 Illinois - 83 IL. Administrative Code Part 731 

2.1.3.2 	 Indiana - Cause No. 41657 

2.1.3.3 	 Michigan - Case No. U-11830 

2.1.3.4 	 Ohio - Case No. 00-942-TP-COI 

2.1.3.5 	 Wisconsin - Docket No. 6720-TI-198 (Performance Measurements only) 

2.1.3.6 	 Wisconsin - AT&T Midwest Remedy Plan as approved by the Commission in CLEC-specific 
ICA. 

2.2 	 Provisions of this Performance Measurements Attachment will terminate in accordance with Section 6.5 (Section 6.6 
for Illinois and Michigan) of the AT&T MIDWEST REGION 5·STATE Remedy Plan. 

2.3 	 AT&T SOUTHEAST REGION 9-8TATE Requirements: 

2.3.1 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, the Performance Measurements Plans most recently adopted or 
ordered by the respective Commission that approved this Agreement under Section 252(e) of the Act are 
incorporated herein. Any subsequent Commission-ordered additions, modifications and/or deletions to such 
plans (and supporting documents) in that proceeding or any successor proceeding shall be automatically 
incorporated into this Agreement by reference effective with the date of implementation by AT&T 
SOUTHEAST REGION 9-STATE pursuant to Commission order. 

2.4 	 AT&T CONNECTICUT Requirements: 

2.4.1 	 The Performance Measurements Plan for Connecticut posted on the AT&T Performance Measures Web 
Site shall be incorporated into this Agreement by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

2.5 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5·STATE Requirements: 

2.5.1 	 The Performance Measurements Plans most recently approved, adopted or ordered by the respective 
Commission in the state 271 successor Agreement (X2A) proceedings are incorporated herein. Any 
subsequent Commission-ordered additions, modifications and/or deletions to such plans (and supporting 
documents), to which the Parties have agreed, shall be automatically incorporated into this Agreement by 
reference in the first full month following the effective date of the Commission order. 

2.5.2 	 AT&T CALIFORNIA Requirements: 

2.5.3 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, the Performance Measurements Plan ordered/approved by the 
California Public Commission in Decision No. 99-08-020 (dated August 5, 1999 and subsequent modifying 
decisions) in Docket No. R. 97-10-016/1. 97-10-017 (filed October 9, 1997) is incorporated herein. Any 
subsequent Commission-ordered additions, modifications and/or deletions to such plan (and its supporting 
documents) in that proceeding or any successor proceeding, to which the Parties have agreed, shall be 
automatically incorporated into this Agreement by reference in the first full month following the effective date 
of the Commission's order. 

2.5.4 	 AT&T NEVADA Requirements: 

2.5.5 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, the Performance Measurements Plan ordered/approved by the 
Nevada Public Utilities Commission in Docket 06-01039 (approved August 29,2006) is incorporated herein. 
Any subsequent Commission-ordered additions, modifications and/or deletions to such plan (and its 
supporting documents) in that proceeding or any successor proceeding, to which the Parties have agreed, 
shall be automatically incorporated into this Agreement by reference in the first full month following the 
effective date of the Commission's order. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 This Attachment sets forth the terms and conditions that apply to those Telecommunications Services for which 
Charges are billed and collected by one Local Exchange Carrier (LEC) or CLEC but earned by another LEC; and to 
establish procedures for the Billing, Collecting and Remitting (BCR) of such Charges and for Compensation for the 
services performed in connection with the BCR of such Charges and for the settlement of Alternately Billed Traffic 
(ABT) utilizing the Clearinghouse (CH) process. This Attachment is only applicable to the AT&T SOUTHWEST 
REGION 5-STATE. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "Billing, Collecting and Remitting" or "Bill, Collect and Remit" (BCR) means the process and support systems used in 
AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE for which intrastatelintraLATA local ABT calls are settled among 
participating LECs and CLECs. 

2.2 	 "Alternately Billed Traffic (ABT)" means the service that allows either Party's End Users to bill LEG-carried calls to 
accounts that may not be associated with the originating line, and may include all of the following LEC-carried call 
types for the purpose of this Attachment: 

2.2.1 	 Local and/or intraLAT A toll Collect calls 

2.2.2 	 Local andlor intraLATA toll Bill-to-Third Number calls 

2.2.3 	 Local and intraLATA toll Calling Card calls 

2.3 	 "Charges" for BCR only, means the amount approved or allowed by the appropriate regulatory authority to be billed 
to an End User for any of the services described in Section 3.0 below, rendered by a LEC to an End User. 

2.4 	 "Clearinghouse" (CH) means the process and support system used in AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE for 
which intrastate/intraLATA toll ABT calls are settled among partiCipating LECs and CLECs. 

2.5 	 "Clearinghouse Record" or "CH Record" means the call detail attributed to a single completed toll message. 

2.6 	 "Compensation" means the amount to be paid by one Party to the other Party for BCR of Charges. 

2.7 	 "Local Exchange Carrier (LEC)" as used in this Attachment, means those Local Exchange Carriers or Competitive 
Local Exchange Carriers that participate in the BCR process contained herein. 

2.8 	 "Local Message" means those messages that originate and terminate within the area defined as the local service 
area of the station from which the message originates. 

2.9 	 "Revenues" means the sum of all or part of the Charges. 

3.0 	 BCR General Provisions 

3.1 	 This Attachment shall apply to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE procedures for the BCR of revenues (and 
Compensation to either Party for BCR of such revenues) derived from the following services: 

3.1.1 	 LEC-carried local messages of the following types: 

3.1.1.1 	 Local Message service Charges billed to a calling card or to a third number. 

3.1.1.2 	 Directory Assistance calls charged to a calling card or to a third number. 

3.1.1.3 	 Public Land Mobile Radiotelephone Transient-Unit Local Message Service (Mobile Channel Usage 
Link Charge). 

3.1.1.4 	 Maritime Mobile Radiotelephone Service and Aviation Radiotelephone Service (Marine, Aircraft, 
High Speed Train Radio Link Charges). 
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4.0 	 BCR Responsibilities of the Parties 

4.1 	 CLEC agrees to BCR, to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE the Charges for the services described in Section 
3.1.1 above which Charges are earned by any LEC (including AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE) but which 
are to be billed to End Users of the CLEC by the CLEC. 

4.2 	 In those cases in which the Charges for the services, listed in Section 3.1.1 above, are due any LEC other than 
AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE, AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE will arrange to transfer these 
Charges to the appropriate LEC in accordance with accepted industry standards. 

4.3 	 Charges for the services listed in Section 3.1.1 above to be billed, collected and remitted by CLEC for AT&T 
SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE's benefit, shall be remitted by CLEC to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE 
within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE's bill to CLEC for such 
services. 

4.4 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE agrees to bill and collect (or when another LEC agrees to bill and collect), 
and to remit to CLEC, the Charges for the services described in Section 3.1.1 above, which Charges are earned by 
CLEC. but which are to be billed by another LEC (including AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE to the End 
Users of that LEC). 

4.5 	 Charges for the services listed in Section 3.1.1 above to be billed, collected and remitted by AT&T SOUTHWEST 
REGION 5·STATE or another LEC for CLEC's benefit, shall be remitted by AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5·STATE 
to CLEC within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of CLEC's bill to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5·STATE for 
such services. 

4.6 	 The full amount of the Charges transmitted to either Party for BCR shall be remitted by the other Party. without setoff. 
abatement or reduction for any purpose, other than to deduct the Compensation due the Party for performing the End 
User billing function. as described in Section 5.0 below. The Party billing the End User shall be responsible for all 
uncollectible amounts related to the services described remitted in Section 3.1.1 above. Notwithstanding this 
paragraph. AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE may net amounts due to CLEC under this Attachment against 
amounts owed to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE when AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE renders a 
bill to CLEC hereunder. 

4.7 	 Each Party will furnish to the other such information as may be required for monthly billing and remitting purposes. 

4.8 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5·STATE assumes no responsibility with regard to the accuracy of the data supplied 
by CLEC when this data is accessed and used by a Third Party. 

5.0 	 BCR Product Specific Service Delivery Provisions 

5.1 	 A Party performing the services described in Section 3.1.1 above will compensate the other Party for each charge 
billed at the rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule. Such Compensation shall be paid (unless a Party has collected 
such Compensation as described in Section 4.6 above) within thirty (30) calendar days of the date of a bill for such 
Compensation by the Party performing (or which has another LEC perform for it), the BCR functions described in 
Section 4.0 above. 

6.0 	 CH General Provisions 

6.1 	 ABT does not include any interLATA and/or intraLATA long distance charges assessed by an Interexchange Carrier 
(IXC). 

6.2 	 The settlement of ABT revenues, owed by and among participating LECs, via CH in another AT&T-Owned ILEC 
region is technically infeasible. 

6.3 	 The only toll call messages that qualify for submission to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5·STATE for CH processing 
are: 
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6.3.1 	 intrastate intraLATA sent collect (including calling card, collect and third number) messages which are 
originated in one LEC or CLEC Exchange, exclusively carried by a LEC or CLEC over LEC or CLEC 
facilities and billed to an End User located in asecond LEC's or CLEC Exchange within the same state; or 

6.3.2 	 intrastate intraLATA sent collect (but limited to calling card and third number) messages originated in one 
(1) of AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE's local exchange operating areas, exclusively carried by a 
LEC or CLEC over LEC or CLEC facilities, and billed to an End User located in a second LEC's or CLEC 
Exchange and not in the originating State. 

6.4 	 CLEC agrees to pay AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE a processing charge in consideration of AT&T 
SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE's performance of CH services. This charge is located in the Pricing Schedule. 

6.5 	 CLEC agrees to pay a per message charge to the LEC responsible for billing the message, including AT&T 
SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE when AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE bills the message. This charge is 
located in the Pricing Schedule. 

6.6 	 The Parties agree that processing of retroactive messages through the CH is acceptable, if such messages utilize the 
industry standard format for call records, pursuant to 6.3 above. The Parties agree that lost messages are the 
complete responsibility of the originating LEC or CLEC. If messages are lost by any Party, and cannot be recreated 
or retransmitted, the originating LEC or CLEC will estimate messages, minutes, and associated revenues based on 
the best available data. No estimate will be made for messages, which are more than two (2) years old at the time 
the estimate is made. The estimates will be off-line calculations (i.e., not part of the routine CH processing) and will 
be included as asupplement to the monthly settlement report. 

7.0 	 CH Responsibilities of the Parties 

7.1 	 CLEC agrees that it will provide AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE billing records for CH processing that are in 
industry standard format acceptable to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE. The records shall at minimum 
display the telephone number of the End User to whom the call is to be billed, and data about the call sufficient for a 
carrier to comply with all applicable state regulatory billing requirements. CH Records will detail intraLATA toll calls 
which were originated by use of the single digit access code (i.e., 0+ and 0-) in one LEC or CLEC Exchange but are 
to be billed to an End User in a second LEC's or CLEC Exchange. Such records are referred to as category ninety
two (92) records for CH processing purposes. 

7.2 	 CLEC agrees that all CH Records it generates will display indicators denoting whether category ninety-two (92) 
Records should be forwarded to CH. CLEC will retain its originating records for ninety (90) calendar days such that 
the category ninety-two (92) Records can be retransmitted to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE for CH 
processing, if needed. 

7.3 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE will provide and maintain such systems it believes are required to furnish 
the CH service described herein. AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE, in its capacity as operator of the CH, 
agrees to retain all CH Records processed through the CH for two (2) years. 

7.4 	 CLEC will timely furnish to AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE all CH Records required to provide the CH 
service. 

7.5 	 Presently, in operating the CH, AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE relies upon NXX codes to identify messages 
for transmission to participating billing companies. To the extent any sub-processes are required to settle CH 
messages due to the use of ported numbers, such sub-processing will be the responsibility of the porting entity. 

8.0 	 CH Product Specific Service Delivery Provisions 

8,1 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE will issue monthly reports containing the results of the processing of CH 
Records to each participating LEC and CLEC. These reports list the: 

8.1.1 	 amounts owed by CLEC for billing messages originated by others; 
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8.1.2 	 amounts due to CLEC for CLEC originated messages billed by others; 

8.1.3 	 applicable billing charges; and 

8.1.4 	 processing charges. 

9.0 	 Limitation of Liability 

9.1 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, Limitation of Liability will be governed by the General Terms and Conditions of 
this Agreement. 

9.2 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE assumes no liability for any LEC's or CLEC's receipt of appropriate 
revenues due to it from any other entity. CLEC agrees that AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE will not be liable 
to it for damages (including, but not limited to, lost profits and exemplary damages) which may be owed to it as a 
result of any inaccurate or insufficient information resulting from any entity's actions, omissions, mistakes, or 
negligence and upon which AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE may have relied in preparing settlement reports 
or performing any other act under this Attachment. 

9.3 	 AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE will not be liable for any losses or damages arising out of errors, 
interruptions, defects, failures, or malfunction of services provided pursuant to this Attachment, including those 
arising from associated equipment and data processing systems, except such losses or damages caused by the sole 
negligence of AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE. Any losses or damage for which AT&T SOUTHWEST 
REGION 5-STATE is held liable under this Attachment for CH will in no event exceed the amount of processing 
charges incurred by CLEC for the services provided hereunder during the period beginning at the time AT&T 
SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE receives notice of the error, interruption, defect, failure or malfunction, to the time 
service is restored. 

9.4 	 CLEC agrees to indemnify and hold AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE harmless against and with respect to 
any and all Third Party claims, demands, liabilities or court actions arising from any of its actions, omissions, 
mistakes or negligence occurring during the course of AT&T SOUTHWEST REGION 5-STATE's performance 
pursuant to this Attachment. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 This Attachment sets forth the tenrns and conditions that apply to the Settlement of Non-Calling Card and Third 
Number Settlement System Messages under the Data Exchange (DEX) process and procedures in AT&T WEST 
REGION 2-8TATE. This Attachment specifies the rights and obligations of the Parties with respect to (i) the 
distribution andlor settlement of Customer Non-CATS Messages where AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE is the 
Transporting LEC and (ii) the settlement of AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Non-CATS Messages where the 
Customer is the Transporting LEC, as defined below. 

2.0 	 Definitions 

2.1 	 "AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Calling Card Messages" means messages where: 

2.1.1 	 the charges are billed to a Telecommunications line number based calling card issued by AT&T WEST 
REGION 2-8TATE, 

2.1.2 	 the Transporting LEC is the CLEC, 

2.1.3 	 the originating number and the line number on the calling card are located in the same Telcordia Client 
Company territory. 

2.2 	 "AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Collect Messages" means messages where the charges are billed to the called 
End User who is an AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE End User and where the Transporting LEC is the CLEC. 

2.3 	 "AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Non-CATS Messages" means AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Collect Messages, 
AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Calling Card Messages andlor AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE Third Number 
Billed Messages as those terms are defined herein. 

2.4 	 "AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE End User" means an End User who has authorized AT&T WEST REGION 
2-8TATE to provide the End User with local Exchange Service or who has billed an intraLATA call to a 
Telecommunications calling card issued by AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE. 

2.5 	 "AT&T WEST REGION 2·STATE Third Number Billed Messages" means messages where: 

2.5.1 	 the charges are billed to a AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE End User's telephone number that is not the 
originating or terminating telephone number, 

2.5.2 	 the Transporting LEC is the CLEC, 

2.5.3 	 the originating and billed telephone numbers are located in the same Telcordia Client Company territory. 

2.6 	 "Telcordia Client Company" means AT&T WEST REGION 2-8TATE and any Bell Operating Company as defined in 
Section 153 of the Communications Act of 1934, as amended. 

2.7 	 "Centralized Message Distribution System (CMDS) Host" or "CMDS Hosf' means the Telcordia Client Company that 
is a CMDS direct partiCipant that acts on behalf of a LEC to distribute End User message detail through CMDS and, 
where applicable, to settle End User message detail through BOC CATS. 

2.8 	 "California 900 Messages" means 900 calls transported by AT&T-CALIFORNIA pursuant to Schedule Cal. P.U.C. 
No. A.9.5.3 but which are billed to aCLEC End User. 

2.9 	 "California 976 Messages" means 976 calls transported by AT&T-CALIFORNIA pursuant to Schedule Cal. P.U.C. 
No. A.9.5.2 but which are billed to aCLEC End User. 

2.10 	 "Calling Card and Third Number Settlement (CATS)" means the part of CMDS which is a mechanized computer 
process used to maintain records regarding intercompany settlements through which revenues collected by the billing 
company are distributed to the originating company. Records included in this process are intraLATA Calling Card 
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Messages and/or Third Number Billed Messages that originate in one Telcordia Client Company territory and is 
billable to an End User in another Telcordia Client Company territory. 

2.11 	 "CLEC Calling Card Messages" means messages where: 

2.11.1 	 the charges are billed to aTelecommunications line number based calling card issued by CLEC, 

2.11.2 	 the Transporting LEC is AT&T WEST REGION 2·STATE, 

2.11.3 	 the originating number and the line number on the calling card are located in the same Telcordia Client 
Company territory. 

2.12 	 "CLEC Collect Messages" means messages where the charges are billed to the called End User who is a CLEC End 
User and where the Transporting LEC is AT&T WEST REGION 2·STATE. 

2.13 	 "CLEC End User" means an End User who has authorized CLEC to provide the End User with local Exchange 
Service or who has billed an intraLATA call to a Telecommunications calling card that is based on a telephone 
number issued by the CLEC. 

2.14 	 "CLEC Non-CATS Messages" means CLEC Collect Messages, CLEC Calling Card Messages and/or CLEC Third 
Number Billed Messages as those terms are defined herein. 

2.15 	 "CLEC Third Number Billed Messages" means messages where: 

2.15.1 	 the charges are billed to a CLEC End User's telephone number that is not the originating or terminating 
telephone number, 

2.15.2 	 the Transporting LEC is AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE, 

2.15.3 	 the originating and billed telephone numbers are located in the same Telcordia Client Company territory. 

2.16 	 "Transporting LEC" means the LEC on whose network an End User originates a call. 

3.0 	 Responsibilities of the Parties 

3.1 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE shall forward CLEC Non-CATS Messages to CLEC. AT&T WEST REGION 
2-STATE shall forward Rejected Messages, Unbillable Messages and Unratable Messages as defined in Section 4.2 
below, to CLEC. All message detail shall be EMI industry standard format and shall be exchanged at agreed upon 
intervals. 

3.2 	 CLEC shall obtain a dedicated Revenue Accounting Office code (RAO). The RAO code will be used to exchange 
messages between CLEC and AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. CLEC shall inform AT&T WEST REGION 
2·STATE whether CLEC is designating itself or an agent for receipt of CLEC's messages by completing AT&T 
WEST REGION 2-STATE's IS Call Center Flat File Form as found on the AT&T CLEC Online website in the CLEC 
Handbook. Thereafter, CLEC may change its deSignation only by completing a new AT&T WEST REGION 
2·STATE IS Call Center Flat File Form. CLEC may not designate more than one entity to receive its Messages 
under this Agreement. CLEC expressly understands that all of its messages under this Attachment - Data Exchange 
and Attachment 02 - Network Interconnection must be directed to a single entity. 

3.3 	 CLEC shall record and forward to AT&T CALIFORNIA all 900 and 976 calls transported by AT&T CALIFORNIA 
pursuant to Schedule Cal. P.U.C. Nos. A.9.5.3 and A.9.5.2 respectively that originate from a CLEC End User's 
telephone number. The 900/976 messages shall be in unrated Exchange Message Interface (EMI) industry standard 
format and shall be exchanged at agreed upon intervals. AT&T CALIFORNIA shall rate the 900/976 messages and 
forward to CLEC all such messages billed to CLEC End Users. 

3.4 	 CLEC may block access of its End Users to 900/976 numbers. CLEC shall be liable for the value of all completed 
900/976 Messages originating from a CLEC End User's telephone number. AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE shall 
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include the value of all such completed 900/976 Messages in the Amount Due calculation set forth in Section 4.1 
below. 

3.5 	 CLEC shall forward AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages to AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. 
CLEC shall forward Unbillable Messages and Recharges as defined in Section 4.2 below, to AT&T WEST REGION 
2-STATE. All message detail shall be EMI industry standard format and shall be exchanged at agreed upon 
intervals. 

3.6 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE and CLEC shall exercise good faith efforts to bill and collect all amounts due from 
its End Users for messages distributed under this Attachment. AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE and CLEC warrant 
that the billing and collection for messages distributed under this Attachment shall be at a performance level no less 
than the Party uses for the billing of its own local Exchange Services, which in no event shall be inconsistent with 
generally accepted industry standards of operation for the provision of billing and collection services. AT&T WEST 
REGION 2-STATE and CLEC further agree that the billing and collection process for messages distributed under this 
Attachment shall comply with all relevant legal, regulatory and legislative authorities. CLEC further agrees that the 
billing and collection services performed for California 900/976 Messages shall comply with CPUC Decision No. 91
03-021 and Decision No. 96-02-072. AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE and CLEC agree to work together to 
determine whether blocking access to 900/976 numbers is necessary in the event fraudulent use from a End User's 
line is suspected. 

3.7 	 When invoicing an End User for messages distributed under this Attachment, the Billing Party shall be responsible for 
the billing to, and collection from, the End User and/or payment to the appropriate taxing agency of all sales taxes, 
municipal fees, or other taxes of any nature, including interest and penalties, that may apply to the charges billed to 
the End User under this Attachment. 

4.0 	 Product Specific Service Delivery Provisions 

4.1 	 For CLEC Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages billed to CLEC End Users that AT&T WEST 
REGION 2·STATE forwards to CLEC, AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE shall calculate the amount due based on the 
following formula: 

Rated Value of Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages 

Rejected/Unbiliable Messages 

Recharges 

Billing Charges 

= AmountDueAT&TWEST REGION 2-STATE 

4.2 	 As used in Section 4.1 above the following terms are defined as set forth below: 

4.2.1 	 Rated Value of Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages means the total computed charges 
for Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages based on the Transporting LEC's schedule of 
rates. 

4.2.2 	 Rejected Messages means the rated value of Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages that 
failed to pass the industry standard edits and were returned to AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. 
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4.2.3 	 Unbillable Messages means the rated value of Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages that 
were not billable to a CLEC End User because of missing information in the billing record or other billing 
error, not the result of an error by CLEC or CLEC's CMOS Host, that are returned in a timely fashion to 
AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. 

4.2.4 	 Recharges means the rated value of California 900/976 Messages billed to a CLEC End User but which 
CLEC adjusts off the End User's bill consistent with the allowable adjustments set forth in AT&T 
CALIFORNIA's Tariff Schedule Cal. P.U.C. No. 9.5.3.C.4.d (1),(2),(3). Recharges shall be returned to 
AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE on the next scheduled transmission following the issuance of the 
adjustment to the End User and shall be in EMI industry standard format. CLEC acknowledges that AT&T 
WEST REGION 2-STATE shall be recoursing all such Recharges to the underlying provider of the 
information service being adjusted. CLEC agrees to reasonably cooperate with AT&T WEST REGION 2
STATE in response to requests from the underlying information provider for additional information 
concerning an adjustment issued by the CLEC. 

4.2.5 	 Billing Charges means the CLEC per message billing rate, as set forth in the Pricing Schedule, times the 
number of Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages forwarded by AT&T WEST REGION 2
STATE. 

For AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS messages billed to AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE End Users that 
CLEC forwards to AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE, CLEC shall calculate the amount due based on the following 
formula: 

Rated Value of AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages 

Un billable Messages 

Unratable California 900/976 Messages 

Billing Charges 

= Amount Due CLEC 

4.4 	 As used in Section 4.3 above the following terms are defined as set forth below: 

4.4.1 	 Rated Value of AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages means the total computed charges 
for AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages based on CLEC's schedule of tariffed rates. 

4.4.2 	 Un billable Messages means the rated value of AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages that 
were not billable to a AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE End User because of missing information in the 
billing record or other billing error, not the result of an error by AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE, that are 
returned by AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE in a timely fashion to CLEC. 

4.4.3 	 Unratable California 900/976 Messages means the estimated value of California 900/976 Messages, 
originating from a CLEC End User's Telephone Number that: 

4.4.3.1 	 CLEC fails to record and/or transmit to AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE or 

4.4.3.2 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE cannot rate because of missing or inaccurate information in the 
unrated billing record due to an error by CLEC. The Parties agree to exercise good faith efforts to 
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estimate the value of such messages within 30 calendar days of discovery of the unratable 
condition. 

4.4.4 	 Billing Charges means the AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE per message billing rate, as set forth in the 
Pricing Schedule, times the number of AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS MessClges received by 
AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. 

4.5 	 Within fifteen (15) Business Days following the end of each calendar month, AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE shall 
provide CLEC with a Non-CMOS Outcollect Report. The report shall include the following information: 

4.5.1 	 CLEC Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages (by number and associated rated value) 
forwarded by AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE; 

4.5.2 	 CLEC Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 (by number and associated rated value) returned to 
AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE as Rejected, Un billable Messages or Recharges; 

4.5.3 	 Amount due AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE, as set forth in Section 4.1 above. 

4.6 	 Within fifteen (15) Business Days following the end of each calendar month, CLEC shall provide AT&T WEST 
REGION 2-5TATE with a report. The report shall include the following information: 

4.6.1 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 Messages (by number and 
associated rated value) forwarded by CLEC; 

4.6.2 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE Non-CATS Messages and California 900/976 (by number and associated 
rated value) returned to CLEC as Rejected, Llnbillable Messages or Recharges; 

4.6.3 	 Amount due CLEC, as set forth in Section 4.3 above. 

4.7 	 Each Party shall have thirty (30) calendar days from receipt of their respective Reports to pay the Amount Due 
without being subject to a Late Payment Charge. Payments shall be made by check unless otherwise agreed by the 
Parties. 

4.7.1 	 If the due date falls on a Saturday, Sunday or bank holiday, the due date shall be the first non-holiday day 
following such Saturday, Sunday or bank holiday. 

4.S 	 Taxes On Non-CATS Messages: 

4.S.1 	 The Party rating calls shall not add on any sales taxes, municipal fee surcharges, or other similar taxes to 
Non-CATS Messages it sends to the Billing Party on either the dally uSClge feed or the monthly invoice. 

5.0 	 Limitation of Liability 

5.1 	 Except as otherwise provided herein, Limitation of Liability will be governed by the General Terms and Conditions of 
this Agreement. 

5.2 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-5TATE assumes no liability for any LEC's or CLEC's receipt of appropriate revenues due to 
it from any other entity. CLEC agrees that AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE will not be liable to it for damages 
(including, but not limited to, lost profits and exemplary damClges) which may be owed to it as a result of any 
inaccurate or insufficient information resulting from any entity's actions, omissions, mistakes, or negligence and upon 
which AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE may have relied in preparing settlement reports or performing any other act 
under this Attachment. 

5.3 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE will not be liable for any losses or damages arising out of errors, interruptions, 
defects, failures, or malfunction of services provided pursuant to this Attachment, including those arising from 
associated equipment and data processing systems, except such losses or damages caused by the sole negligence 
of AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE. Any losses or damage for which AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE is held liable 
under this Attachment will in no event exceed the amount CLEC would have billed AT&T WEST REGION 2-STATE 
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per CLEC's existing tariff for the services provided hereunder during the period beginning at the time AT&T WEST 
REGION 2-5TATE receives notice of the error, interruption, defect, failure or malfunction, to the time service is 
restored. 

5.4 	 AT&T WEST REGION 2-5TATE assumes no responsibility with regard to the correctness of the data supplied by 
CLEC when accessed and used by aThird Party. 
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1.0 	 Introduction 

1.1 	 Upon written request from CLEC, AT&T-22STATE will provide CLEC a Daily Usage File (DUF) for services provided 
hereunder. A DUF will be provided by AT&T-22STATE in accordance with Exchange Message Interface (EMI) 
guidelines supported by the Ordering and Billing Forum (OBF). Any exceptions to the supported formats will be 
noted in the DUF implementation requirements documentation. The DUF will include (i) specific daily usage, 
including both Section 251(b)(5) Traffic (if and where applicable) and LEC-carried IntraLATA Toll Traffic, in EMI 
format for usage sensitive services furnished in connection with each service to the extent that similar usage 
sensitive information is provided to retail End Users of AT&T-22STATE within that state, (ii) with sufficient detail to 
enable CLEC to bill its End Users for usage sensitive services furnished by AT&T-22STATE in connection with 
service provided by AT&T-22STATE, and (iii) operator handled calls provided by AT&T-22STATE. Procedures and 
processes for implementing the interfaces with AT&T-22STATE will be included in implementation requirements 
docu mentation. 

2.0 	 General Provisions 

2.1 	 Where available, DUF may be requested on flat-rated Resale lines as well as measured-rated Resale lines. DUF 
provided in this instance is labeled as Enhanced DUF (EDUF). In order to receive EDUF on flat-rated Resale lines, 
CLEC must also request and receive DUF on its measure-rated Resale lines. 

2.2 	 File transmission for DUF is requested by each unique State and OCN combination. CLEC must provide to 
AT&T-22STATE a separate written request for each unique State and OCN combination no less than sixty (60) 
calendar days prior to the desired first transmission date for each file. 

2.3 	 AT&T-22STATE will bill CLEC for DUF in accordance with the applicable rates set forth in the Pricing Schedule 
under "Electronic Billing Information Data (Daily Usage) per message", "Provision of Message Detail a.k.a. Daily 
Usage File (DUF), "FB-CLEC Operator Recording (Daily Usage) per message", and "Daily Usage File (DUF) Data 
Transmission, per Message." There will be individual rates listed for DUF provided for measure-rated Resale lines 
and for EDUF provided on flat-rated Resale lines. 

2.4 	 Call detail for LEC-carried calls that are alternately billed to CLEC End Users' lines provided by AT&T-22STATE 
through Resale will be forwarded to CLEC as rated call detail on the DUF. 

2.5 	 Interexchange call detail on Resale Services that is forwarded to AT&T-22STATE for billing, which would otherwise 
be processed by AT&T-22STATE for its retail End Users, will be returned to the IXC and will not be passed through 
to CLEC. This call detail will be returned to the IXC with a transaction code indicating that the returned call originated 
from a resold account. Billing for Information Services and other ancillary services traffic on Resale Services will be 
passed through when AT&T-22STATE records the message. 

2.6 	 Where CLEC is operating its own switch-based service and has contracted with AT&T-22STATE to provide operator 
services, upon written request from CLEC, AT&T-22STATE will provide CLEC a DUF for operator handled calls 
handled by AT&T-22STATE. 


